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ABSTRACT
SELECTED COMPONENTS OF SHOPPING CENTER IMAGERY:
A STUDY OF SELECTED IDEALS FOR NEIGHBORHOOD,
COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL CENTERS
by
Thomas Martin Bertsch
The purpose of this study was to investigate 
selected image characteristics of ideal shopping centers. 
Image attributes desired by shoppers were compared across 
different types of shopping centers and across different 
types of customers.
The data were collected through individual interviews 
in Houston, Texas. A systematic sample of 221 shoppers was 
obtained at three planned shopping centers. Repeat customers 
of each shopping center were asked to evaluate a hypothetical 
"ideal" shopping center of either the neighborhood, 
community, or regional type.
Seventeen bipolar semantic differential scales were 
used to measure the direction and intensity of image 
evaluations. Data obtained were abnormally distributed and 
ordinal in scale value. Differences in image evaluations 
were investigated using the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric 
technique.
Results of the study showed that consumers had 
differentiable ideal images of neighborhood, community, and
regional shopping centers. Significant differences (< .05) 
appeared on three of the seventeen image attributes 
considered: number of stores, amcunt of walking between 
stores, and frequency of public entertainment.
Evaluations of the ideal regional center differed 
significantly between groups of respondents. Shoppers who 
provided evaluations of the ideal regional shopping center 
were classified on the bases of age, education, income, 
frequency of shopping, and frequency of visit to the actual 
regional center where they were surveyed. Significant 
differences appeared between types of shoppers on the ideal 
image attributes of cleanliness, amount of walking among 
stores, extent of crowding, number of services, choice of 
price levels, value obtained for the money spent , ease of 
illegal parking, and number of hours open.
Differences were significant across types of ideal 
shopping centers when respondents were matched on personal 
characteristics. Six categories of respondents were used 
in comparisons across ideal shopping center i m ages: females , 
whites, college educated, married, frequent shoppers, and 
infrequent visitors to the shopping center where interviewed. 
The desires of shoppers differed across types of shopping 
centers on the image attributes of cleanliness, number of 
stores, amount of walking among stores, extent of crowding, 
and frequency of public entertainment.
xiv
Different types of shoppers seemed to favor different 
conditions at the same shopping center. In addition, similar 
types of shoppers seemed to prefer different conditions at 
different types of shopping centers.
Chapter 1
THE ROLE OF IMAGE IN THE MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
PROCESS: AN INTRODUCTION
From an environmental perspective, the survival of 
any type of organism is dependent on its ability to adjust 
to the environmental system of which it is a part. This
1
position is sometimes referred to as its "ecological niche." 
For a type of organism to survive in the long run i. must 
fill a needed position in the environmental system.
The prosperity of species that do survive is con­
tingent on the presence and use of an advantage over other 
organisms competing with it in the environment. In the 
absence of competitors, or in the presence of abundant 
resources it is possible for an individual organism or type 
of organism to survive for awhile without a competitive 
advantage. However, the very existence of a means to easy 
survival will encourage other prolific, adaptable organisms 
to adjust in such a way as to displace the less capable 
organism.
1
Wroe Alderson, Marketing Behavior and Executive 
Action (Homewood, Illinois: Richard Irwin, Inc., 1957), 
p~. 2 9 .
1
2
An Ecological View of 
Re t ai 1 Compe'Fiti on ~~
Like other species of business struggling for
survival and development, types of retail firms exist within
a competitive environment. The survival and economic health
of each type are dependent upon environmental conditions and
the matching of profitable market opportunities to limited
2
capabilities of the firm.
Retailing firms are dependent upon many different 
publics which act in either the role of supplier or customer 
or both. Such a business faces the possibility of conflict 
and punitive reactions whenever it allocates scarce 
resources among competing publics. Therefore, retail 
managers should give attention to changes in the environment 
and in company strategy that have an impact on the resources 
provided to the organization and outputs demanded from it in 
return.
A marketing audit of goals, conditions, and 
resources can be a useful starting point for a deliberate 
attempt to improve the marketing productivity of a firm. As 
indicated in Figure 1.1, the nature of marketing oppor­
tunities is dependent upon the mission and resources of the 
organization in relation to environmental conditions. The
2
William Lazer, Marketing Management: A Systems 
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Deve1opment of Performance j  
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in the Marketing Program
i
iv
Evaluation of Outcomes in 
Relation to Conditions , 
Standards, and Objectives
Figure 1-1 
The Marketing Management Process*
*Adapted from David W. Cravens, Gerald .1. Pill, and 
Robert B. Woodruff, Marketing Decision Making (Rcncweob, 
Illinois; Richard D. ̂ Irwin , Ync. , 14~7'6 ) , pp. 16-21; 1. Jerome 
McCarthy, Basic Marketing (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc. , 19 75), pp. b88-89; and Thomas A. Staudt ,
Donald A. Taylor, and Donald J. Bowersox, A Managerial 
Introduction to Marketing (Englewood Cliffs, M . JT , r'rent.ice- 
Hall , Z i.e. 1 TP 7 6 ) , pp". £>7 - 7 6 ,
4
mission of an organization affects the need for resources 
and the priority assigned to available opportunities. The 
availability of resources places a limit on the firm's 
ability to compete for market opportunities, to achieve its 
goals, and to alleviate problems that are weakening its 
performance.
A retailing program consists basically of target 
markets and marketing strategies developed for them. A 
target market consists of persons at whom the firm is aiming 
a marketing strategy. A marketing strategy is composed of 
the firm’s product-service offering, price, distribution, 
and promotion. Strategic variables can be combined in 
different ways to provide a variety of alternatives that can 
be programmed to affect target markets.
A change in strategy may be complimentary or con­
flicting with other company actions already being imple­
mented. Strategic variables can interact with each other 
and bring about a synergistic affect on target markets. 
Therefore, management should evaluate company performance in 
relation to goals , standards, and unexpected conditions so 
as to identify weaknesses in its marketing program and in 
its choice of market niche.
The Concept of Image as it
Relates to Retailing Strategy
The above discussion reflects the role of information 
in helping retail management to plan, implement, and control
5
efforts to achieve company objectives. However, it does not 
indicate the difficulty of communicating a marketing 
strategy to target markets.
Pierre Martineau was among the first writers in
marketing to argue that a shopper's preference for one area
over another is determined by the meaning assigned to the
choice in the person's mind rather than directly by just the
3
tangible offering.
What is it that draws the shopper to one store or
agency rather than another? this force is the store
personality or image the way in which the store is
defined in the shopper's mind, partly by its functional 
qualities and partly by an aura of psychological 
attributes
The impact of a marketing program is limited by what
5
market segments think of the program. Unfortunately, the 
actual and ideal images held by target market segments
regarding retail strategies may be substantially different
6
from the images that management expected. The
3
Pierre Martineau, "The Personality of the Retail 
Store," Harvard Business Review, XXXVI (Januarv-February, 
1950), 47-56.
4
Ibid. , p . 4 7.
5
W. Bruce W e a l e , "Measuring the Customer's Image of 
a Department Store," Journal of Retailing, XXXVII (Summer, 
1961) , 41.
6
Devendra S. Pathak, William J. E. Crissy, and 
Robert W. Sweitzer, "Customer Image Versus the Retailer's 
Anticipated Image," Journal of Retailing, L (Winter, 1974- 
1975 ) , 21-28 , 116 .
6
effectiveness of a marketing program is endangered whenever
a discrepancy arises between the image held by a market
7
segment and the image desired by the market segment. Unless
management is aware of the images held by market segments it
can neither align its market offering with the images nor
8
take full advantage of perceived market opportunities.
The actual and ideal images held by target customers
should serve as the basis for development of an image
9
strategy. However, the design of an image strategy is 
affected by management's images of the images held by 
customers and target market segments. Management carries 
an anticipated image that it thinks is projected to target 
markets. It also carries a desired image that it is trying 
to project to target markets. If management periodically 
monitors the relationships among images held by market 
segments and by management, then it is likely to be more




Weale, o£. cit. , p. 41.
8
Rom J. Markin, Jr., Retailing Management: A Systems 
Approach (New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 71) , pT lofe”
9
Ibid. and Yoram Wind, "A New Procedure for Concept 




Efficient and effective blending of program 
variables requires knowledge of market wants, which are 
reflected by ideal images. Images cam be aligned in several, 
substantially different ways, as indicated in Figure 1.2. 
Management can seek to 1) alter the images held by target 
market segments, 2) adjust the market offering, 3) change 
the target market segments, or 4) modify the goals of image 
strategy. However, proper evaluation of the alternative 
approaches to image alignment depends upon management’s 
knowledge of ideal images.
Shopping Center Imagery
Planned shopping centers have been exceptionally
successful at filling an ecological niche. However, their
competitive position in the marketing environment has been
endangered. The image strategy of this species of retail
institution is being limited without adequate knowledge
concerning the ideal image held by target market segments.
Shopping center developers typically restricted the
types of stores that could obtain i^u-ys. Such constraints
often reflected management's desire to build a cohesive,
11
prestige image by excluding discounters. Developers were 
also frequently willing to restrict the merchandise lines of
11
"The FTC Zeroes in on Shopping Centers," Business 
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Alternative Approaches to Image Alignment*
*Arrows represent the intended direction of movement
smaller stores to satisfy major tenants*because large stores
attracted customers for the other stores and had a higher
12
credit rating than did small stores. The legality of such 
restrictions has been challenged by the Federal Trade 
Commission. If the restrictions are struck down as viola­
tions of anti-trust laws , then the tenant mix of shopping
13
centers is expected to shift. However, the relationships
among tenant mix, shopping center image, and the value of
14
investments in a shopping center are unknown.
The growth of planned centers, especially of the
regional type , lead to fears of monopolistic or oligopo-
15
listic power in many retailing areas. By locating 
together, merchants have outdrawn individually located 
stores. The merchants in shopping centers have also reduced 




Joseph Barry Mason, "Power and Channel Conflicts 
in Shopping Center Development," Journal of Marketing, 
XXXIX (April, 1975), 28-35.
14
Ibid.
15 C. H. McGregor, "The Shopping Center Development 
in the Southwest and Some of its Economic Implications," 
Southern Journal of Business , I (April, 1966), 174 .
1016
merchants association. However, the legal issue of
compulsory membership in such an association has yet to be
settled. If membership becomes voluntary, then large
retailers may decide to withdraw, resulting in legal claims
by smaller participating retailers on the grounds that the
image of the shopping center is damaged, resulting in injury
17
to participating stores.
Shopping centers have also been accused of adversely
affecting the merchandise offerings, customer services, and
18
images of participating stores. These types of allegations 
relate directly to shopping center imagery. Existing 
evidence caste considerable doubt on the accuracy of such 
suppositions.
One supposition is that shopping centers satisfy the 
mass market by focusing on depth rather than breadth of 
merchandise. However, customers have sought out specialty 
goods stores despite their location rather than because of 
it. It has often been the shopping center rather than the 
individual store, which created sufficient demand to sell 
the atypical product or service at a profit.
16
Samuel Feinberg, What Makes Shopping Centers Tick?, 




Feinberg, 0£. cit. , pp. 176-178.
11
Another supposition is that individual store images
are lost through association with a shopping center. Yet,
19there is evidence to the contrary. Department stores have
been able to maintain the same store image at some branch
locations while intentionally developing a different image
for other branch locations which cater to different market 
20
segments.
A third supposition is that retail stores in a
shopping center provide fewer services than do stores
located elsewhere. However, shopping centers have provided
a means to satisfying social needs in addition to economic 
21
needs. Some shopping centers provide a setting for
diverse formal and informal activities to the extent that
2 2
they have taken on the characteristics of towns.
19
For examples see: William Lazer and Robert G. 
Wyckham, "Perceptual Segmentation of Department Store 
Markets," Journal of Retailing, XLV (Summer, 1969), 3-14; 
and Burton 'H. M a r c u s , "Image Variation and the Multi-Unit 





Pierre D. Martineau, "Customers Shopping Center 
Habits Change Retailing," Editor and Publisher, XCVI 
(October 26 , 1963) , 16 .
22
For examples s e e : "How Shopping Malls are Changing 
Life in U.S.," U.S. News 6 World Report, LXXIV (June 18,
1973), 43-46 ; John" TT. M e rtes, "The Marketplace and the City," 
Business and Economic Dimensions, V (February, 1969), 1-10; 
and Victor Gruen and Larry Smith, Shopping Towns U S A , (New 
York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 196 0), TTT
12
Patronage decisions seem to be substantially
affected by evaluations of more than just the economic
23
opportunities provided by locations.
The Problem
The nature and affect of shopping center imagery 
has become an important legal, economic, and social issue. 
Yet, the images of shopping centers are largely unknown.
This author did not find any published study that compared 
the ideal images of different type shopping centers. Few 
studies have focused on the image characteristics of retail 
establishments larger than a department store.
Many questions must be answered before shopping 
center managers can hope to align the actual image of new or 
existing shopping centers with ideal images held by target 
market segments. The following preliminary questions must 
be answered if marketers of shopping centers are to develop 
a scientific approach to image alignment.
1. What is meant by the term "image"?
2. Can shopping center image be reflected by 
measurement scales?
23 William E. Cox, "Other Dimensions Involved in 
Shopping Center P r e f e r e n c e s Journal of Marketing, XXXIV 
(October, 1970 ), 12-17 ; Joseph~Barry Mason and Charles T. 
Moore, "An Empirical Reappraisal of Behavioristic Assump- 
tions in Trading Area Studies ," Journal of Retailing , XLVI 
(Winter, 1970-1971), 31-37; and Joseph Barry Mason, 'A 
Research Note on Major Retail Center Patronage," Journal of 
Marketing, XXXIII (July, 1969), 61-63.
13
3. Is there more than one major component of 
shopping center image?
4. Are there significant differences in images of 
different type shopping centers?
5. Are there significant differences in images of 
shopping centers as related to differences among customers?
The objectives of this study are directly related 
to the questions listed above.
Definitions of Terms Used
Before a concept can be measured it must h< defined
and reduced to an observable level. However, symbols, such
as numbers, pictures, words, and phrases may be assigned
24
more than one meaning by each person. Also, the meaning 
assigned to words and phrases may differ among persons. 
Therefore, it is necessary to define several terms used 
throughout this study.
Planned shopping center. A set of commercial facilities on 
a single site that is managed as an operating unit is 
defined as a planned shopping center. Clusters of individual 
stores which arise among streets and highways and in 
business districts are not considered to be planned centers. 
Conflicting definitions of types of planned
24
Charles E. Osgood, George J. Suci and Percy II 
Tannenbaum, The Measurement Qf^saning C'Jrbana, Illinois: 
University of Illinois Press , 195 7 ) , Chapters 1 and 8.
11+
25
shopping centers were developed between 1950 and 1975. 
Distinctions used for this study represent a compromise 
among those definitions.
Neighborhood shopping center. A small, planned shopping 
center that has a supermarket and/or a drugstore as the 
major tenant is defined as a neighborhood shopping center. 
Such a center contains from six to fifteen retail stores 
which offer mainly convenience goods and services. ^hese 
centers range in size from thirty thousand to eighty 
thousand square feet of floor space and occupy a site of 
four to ten acres.
Community shopping center. A medium sized, planned shopping 
center that contains shopping goods stores and specialty 
convenience stores not found in neighborhood centers is 
defined as a community shopping center. Such centers are 
built around a small department store or a variety r.tore. 
They contain from ten to thirty stores. Community centers
25
For different definitions of each type of shopping 
center see J. Ross McKeever, Shopping Center Zoning, Urban 
Land Institute Bulletin No. 6 9 (Washington, D.C. : Urban Land 
Institute, 1973); Walter D. Stoll, "Characteristics of 
Shopping Centers," Traffic Quarterly, XXI (April, 1967); 
Homer Hoyt, A Re-examination of the Shopping Center Market, 
Urban Land Institute Technical Bulletin No. 33 ("Washington, 
D.C.: Urban Land Institute, September, 1958); and J. Ross 
McKeever, Shopping Centers Re-studied, Urban Land Institute 
Technical Bulletin No. 5b , Part I (Washington, D.C.: Urban 
Land Institute, February, 1957).
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have floor areas between one hundred thousand and three 
hundred thousand square feet on a site of ten to thirty 
acres. These centers carry a greater assortment of con­
venience goods and substantially more shopping goods than 
are provided in a neighborhood center.
Regional center. A large, planned shopping center that 
offers the fullest range of goods and services outside the 
central business district is defined as a regional center. 
Such centers are built around one or more department store 
branches. Shopping, convenience and specialty stores are 
included. Specialized services and entertainment are 
provided. These centers range in size from forty to over 
two hundred establishments. Floor area ranges from three 
hundred fifty thousand to over two million square feet.
The size of sites ranges from thirty to over one hundred 
acres.
Belief. For purposes of this study, a belief is defined
as an emotionally neutral mental arrangement of cognitions
26
concerning some aspect of a person’s world.
Opinion. A mental impression that lacks conviction is
26
Harold H. Kassarjian and Thomas S. Robertson, eds., 
Perspectives in Consumer Behavior (Glenview, Illinois:
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1968), pp. 6 0-61.
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defined as an opinion. An opinion tends to be an ephemeral
28judgment that is considered to be an improven belief.
Attitude, An evaluative extension of a belief is an 
29
attitude. Basically* it is an emotionally charged feeling
that predisposes a person to react in an evaluative way
30
toward perceived stimuli. Even though attitudes are
subject to change, they tend to be long lasting convictions
31
that limit behavioral choice.
Actual Image. An actual image of a shopping center is the 
combination of attitudes and beliefs formed by an individual 
customer regarding facets of a shopping center.
Anticipated Image. An anticipated image of a shopping 
center is a manager's conception of an actual image held by 
the customers of a shopping center.
Ideal Image. An ideal image is a customer's image of a 
perfect shopping center. In other words, it is a person's 
mental impressions of what would give maximum personal 
satisfaction from a shopping center.
27 2 8
Ibid. , p. 61. Ibid. , p. 60.
29 30
Ibid. , p . 61 Ibid.
31
C. Glenn Walters and Gordon W. Paul, Consumer 
Behavior: An Integrated Framework (Homewood, Illinois : 
Richard TT Irwin , Inc. , 15 70 ) , pT 2 9 7.
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Intended Image. An intended image is the image of a 
shopping center that a manager wants held by its target 
market customers. The intended image may differ from the 
ideal image for many reasons , including limited organiza­
tional capability, efforts to satisfy different groups, 
current and expected conditions, and market opportunities 
as perceived by management.
Image. An image is the subjective structure that a person
32
assigns to what he or she believes to be true. "'he
structure includes both the denotative and connotative
33meaning that a person assigns to a shopping center.
A model of some relationships between image and 
image measurement is presented in Figure 1.3 As illustrated 
in the diagram, an image is not directly observable. How­
ever, its composite and component nature can be reflected 
by psychological measurement scales.
The model is not suggested as a normative procedure 
for reflecting an image. It is presented simply as a 
graphical guide to the interrelationships among the five 
definitions which follow.
Image Element. An image element is one of the attitudes or
32
Kenneth E. Boulding? The Image (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan: The University of Michigan, l^TSS), pp. i and G.
33
Ibid., p . 11.
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beliefs that deal with a particular aspect of an image.
Level of the Mind 
(Unobservable)












Levels of Aggregation Involved in Image 
Structure and Measurement*
*Arrows represent the direction of influence.
Dashes represent levels of intended correspondence
Image Dimension. An image dimension is a collection of 
image elements that center on the same facet of an image.
A two-way influence is indicated in Figure 1.3 by 
the arrow between image dimensions and image elements. In 
other words, image dimensions influence image elements and 
some image elements influence image dimensions.
Organizational image is influenced directly by both 
the image dimensions considered in evaluating the organiza­
tion and the level of perceived performance by the 
organization on each dimension. Image dimensions comprise 
the image. However, image dimensions influence the existing 
image and in turn are influenced by the image.
19
Image Attribute. An image attribute is a score on a 
measurement scale used to reflect an attitude or belief 
held by a customer toward a particular aspect of a concept. 
It serves to reflect an image and/or its components.
Image Factor. An image factor is a composite of image 
attributes that focus on the same facet of an image.
Aggregate image construct. An aggregate image construct is 
a hypothetical framework composed of image factors. It 
represents the subjective structure of an image.
Hypotheses that Guided 
the Study
Decisions concerning the organization of a project 
should be made prior to implementation of the project. 
Otherwise, resources may be wasted and organized efforts 
may not be focused on the intended goals. Three hypotheses 
gave direction to the design of this dissertation. The 
procedures used for hypothesis testing are described in 
Chapter 3. The relationships between the survey data and 
the hypotheses are illustrated in Chapter 4.
The first research hypothesis ClH) was that a 
significant difference exists between the image elements 
preferred by customers of some shopping center and the image 
elements preferred by customers of some other type of 
shopping center. The first null hypothesis (1HC ) was that 
no significant difference exists between the image elements
20
preferred by customers of any shopping center and the 
elements preferred by customers of any other type of 
shopping center.
Customers of three planned shopping centers provided 
the data needed for hypothesis testing. In order to increase 
the possible differences among ideal images, different types 
of shopping centers were considered. One shopping center 
was selected from among each of the classifications defined 
previously as neighborhood, community, and regional in 
nature.
The approach used throughout the dissertation was to 
determine if the null hypotheses were false, thereby opening 
the way for acceptance of the research hypotheses. The 
Kruskal-Wallis test was used as a basis for acceptance or 
rejection of the null hypotheses. A significance level 
equal to or greater than the .05 level resulted in rejection 
of a null hypothesis.
The second research hypothesis (2H) deals with 
differences among respondents. It stated that a significant 
difference exists between the image elements preferred by 
some type of customers of some regional shopping center and 
the image elements preferred by some other type of customers 
of the regional center. For purposes of this study, 
respondents were classified in nine ways: age, sex, race, 
education, marital status, family life cycle, income, 
frequency of shopping, and frequency of visit. The data
21
breakdowns are described in the fourth chapter. The second 
null hypothesis (2Ho) was that no significant difference 
exists between the image elements preferred by some type of 
customers of any regional shopping center and the image 
elements preferred by some other type of customer of the 
regional center.
The third research hypothesis (3H) was that a 
significant difference exists between the image elements 
preferred by some type of customers of a shopping center 
and the image elements preferred by the same type of 
customers from some other type of shopping center. Six 
classifications of respondents were considered: females, 
whites, college educated, married, frequent shoppers , and 
infrequent visitors to the shopping center where surveyed. 
These groupings are described in Chapter IV. The third null 
hypothesis (3H0) was that no significant difference exists 
between the image elements preferred by any type of customers 
of a shopping center and the image elements preferred by the 
same type of customers from any other shopping center.
The first research hypothesis is a general statement 
which does not consider the possible causes of dirferences 
among responses. For that reason, the second research 
hypothesis is designed to consider the differences :etween 
groups of respondents and the third research hypothesis is 
designed to consider what respondents desire from different 
types of shopping centers. Table 1.1 represents the 
relationships among the three null hypotheses.
22
Table 1.1
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Data for testing the above hypotheses were obtained
by means of personal interviews A systematic sample of
repe at cU31ome rs was drawn from among the patrons at three
shopping centers in Houston, Texas. Sample size was based
on the number of responses needed for hypothesis testing.
The third chapter contains a detailed description and 
justification of the sample design.
An adaptation of Osgood's Semantic Differential was 
used to measure the direction and intensity of ideal image
2334
attributes. The questionnaire was designed to identify 
selected characteristics of respondents in addition to 
selected attributes of ideal shopping centers.
The questionnaire and interviewer instructions were 
pretested. As a result, several minor modifications were 
made in the contents of both forms. The revised question­
naire and instructions are represented in Appendix B.
A nonparametric test was used as a basis for accept­
ance or rejection of the null hypotheses. As described in 
Appendix C, the Kruskal-Wallis test was considered
appropriate for comparison of two or more independent
35
samples of abnormally distributed ordinal data. In effect, 
rejection of a null hypothesis constitutes acceptance of the 
alternative research hypothesis that there is a significant 
difference in the pattern of image attributes.
Limitations of the Study
Generalizations drawn from this study should be 
interpreted with caution, inasmuch as the sample was limited 
to repeat customers of three shopping centers located within
34
L. E. Osgood, G. J. Suci , and P. H. Tannenbaum, 
The Measurement of Meaning (Urbana, Illinois: University of 
Illinois Press , 195?) .
35
Sidney Siegel, Non paraune trie Statistics for the 
Behavioral Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
r9 5T>7 PP"
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the city of Houston, Texas. However, due to the constraints 
of time and money, no research project can be truly compre­
hensive ,
The possibility exists that the sixty-eight non- 
respondents are in some significant way different from the 
221 persons who did respond. Also, there is a high 
probability that patronage patterns are not constant through­
out the year. Therefore, the extent to which the sample 
represents the population is unknown. This limitation exists 
despite the fact that sample size would generally be more 
than adequate for the purpose of testing the three null 
hypotheses stated earlier in the chapter.
The study investigated attributes of ideal images 
only. The relationships among actual images, ideal images, 
anticipated images, and intended images were not determined. 
The problems of aligning the images of a shopping center are 
also outside the scope of this study.
Another limitation arises from the selection of only 
some image measurement scales. Seventeen image attributes 
were selected for inclusion in this study. Yet, as indicated 
in Chapter II, more than 160 attributes have been considered 
in past studies of organizational image. An attempt was made 
to represent several of the different image factors 
identified in past studies while keeping the questionnaire 
brief enough so that the rate of terminated interviews would 
be negligible. The seventeen measurement scales are not
25
intended to be representative of all image attributes or of 
any one image factor. Nonetheless, the significant 
differences identified among ideal concepts and among groups 
of respondents was considered substantial evidence in 
support of the contention that a benefit segmentation 
approach to the marketing of shopping centers is worthy of 
consideration.
Another limitation of the study centers on the fact
36
that image is not the only determinant of buyer behavior.
However, attribute scores do indicate a disposition toward
37
some future courses of action and away from others. As 
indicated in the second chapter, consumer choice is limited 
by the images of alternatives. Images are uncontrollable 
variables that limi t the affect of a market i n r t. rv-fnty/.
The research design for this study was ha■■'.-d on 
several assumptions. However, there is some f-m; ifical 
research to support each assumption.
36
Harold H. Kassarjian and Thomas S. Robertson, eds., 
Perspectives in Consumer Behavior (Glenview, Illinois:
Scott, foresman and Company, 1966), pp. 4-5.
37
James H. Myers and William H. Reynolds, Consumer 
Behavior and Marketing Management (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company , T9T7T"j p . 117 . ~
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(1) Shopping centers do project an image to
38
shoppers either through deliberate or unintentional actions.
C 2) Image plays an important role in the decision­
making process of shoppers , both in the preselection
activities and in the post-selection evaluation of 
39
alternatives.
(3) People will respond willingly and accurately to 
statements about their evaluative beliefs toward their areas 
of patronage.
(4) People are stable in their attitudes and beliefs,
41
but not static.
(5) Customers' attitudes and beliefs may affect
42
their behavior toward shopping centers.
38
Louis P. Bucklin, "The Concept of Mass in Intra 
Urban Shopping," Journal of Marketing, XXXI (October, 1967), 
37-42.
39
George Fisk, "A Conceptual Model for Studying 
Customer Image," Journal of Retailing, XXXVII (W5_nter, 1961- 
1962 ) , 1-8 , 54 .
40
Bruce W. Weale, "Measuring the Customer's Image of 
a Department Store," Journal of Marketing, XXXVII (Summer,
1961) , 40-48.
41
William A, Mindak , "Fitting the Semantic Differen­
tial to Marketing Problems," Journal of Marketing, XXV 




(6) Measurement techniques exist which can provide
4 3
a relatively comprehensive profile of a complex image.
Contribution of the Study to 
Marketing Theory and Practice
This was the first known study in the area of 
organizational image that attempted to compare the ideal 
images of different types of shopping centers. This study 
added to the available body of knowledge concerning the 
relationships among customer characteristics, type of retail 
institution, and customer preferences.
The research yielded information for the partici­
pating shopping centers regarding their customers classified 
by demographic characteristics, by various shopping 
practices, and by shopping conditions they desired. A 
comparison of the ideal to the desired image attributes held 
by management should provide management with grv^ter insight 
into the behavior of customers.
"’he research facilitated the comparison ' ih.al 
image attributes of the three types r r shot o"’ns ■jmff'rs 
studied. Comparisons among the "ideal'' attrikiLo u f 
shopping centers provided data necessary for an examination 
of the perceived strengths and weaknesses of d*‘rferent type 
shoppinr centers. When management of an indivi bua.b shopping
~ . W. C. ‘'cDougall and J. h . trv , "Ccmiining Two 
Methods c- r Tm-ige ffajureten: iournf. of ’’et-.! tin
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center is aware of customer desires, it may be better able 
to position itself in a market niche. Executives of the 
shopping centers included in this study may be able to 
formulate policies more in line with the preferences of 
consumers.
Additional information was obtained by breaking down 
the survey responses into the image attribute profiles held 
by various groups of consumers. Any differences in images 
held by these groups may be indicative of an opportunity to 
segment the market by purpose of visit or by type of 
customer. Marketing strategy should be designed with pref­
erences of target market segments kept in mind. Improvement 
in the quality of information can lead to Cl) more effective 
use of a shopping center's information system, (2) more 
sales for participating stores, (3) more efficient jfforts 
to satisfy target market segments, and (H) moro efficient 
use of scarce resources available to the shopping center.
Behavioral scientists are concerned with questions 
of whether or not particular images exis: and how to measure 
images. For them, this research provides some evidence that 
consumers do hold images of shopping centers and that image 
attributes can be identified by measurements on semantic 
differential scales. All of the more than 125 persons who 
participated In the formation, evaluation, and pretesting of 
measurement scales expressed definite attitudes concerning 
one or more shopping centers. Furthermore, all of the 221
29
shoppers that participated in the survey consistently chose 
to reject available response categories that would have 
reflected the absence of opinion concerning an ideal shopping 
center. This research provides some insight into the 
question of whether or not consumers hold images of shopping 
centers , and how such images can be measured if they do 
exist.
An understanding of the preferences of customers can 
also provide a base for further modification of retail
44
gravitation formulas and spatial models of trade area.
There are many different types of shopping areas within 
standard metropolitan statistical areas and census sub­
divisions. Such areas are often less than five minutes 
apart in driving time. Under such conditions, estimates of 
market potential leave much to be desired when they are
based on just geographical proximity of shoppers to any one
45
shopping center and the size of the center.
Through an understanding of the preferences of 
customers may come further testing of the relationship 
between images and behavior. Once the attributes of an 
individual's ideal shopping center image have been
44
Thomas J. Stanley and Murphy A. Sewall, "Image 
Inputs to a Probabilistic Model: Predicting Retail Potential," 
Journal of Marketing, XL (July, 1976), 48-53.
45
R. D . Lntenberg , Effective Retail jiu!_‘hi-Ke t 
Distribution (Cleveland, Ohio": The ^Torld ’h M  i ;hln ■- Company,
19  6 6 )  p . "  1T2 8 .
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determined, it may be possible to adjust the marketing mix 
in such a way as to encourage the shopper to select a 
particular shopping center or to reinforce a previous choice. 
If greater alignment of the ideal and actual image of a 
shopping center is possible, then further support may be 
provided for the relationship between imagery and behavior.
Finally, this report identifies the need for 
additional research in marketing. The fourth chapter 
indicates that individuals do not all hold the same image 
of an ideal shopping center. It is possible that promotion 
could be designed to change or support attitudes and beliefs 
that differ among target market segments. The productivity 
of urban renewal and suburban development programs might 
also be changed if preferences of target market wy'ents 
were better understood. It might be possible tc woaden or 
deepen the penetration of market segments by using 




The purpose of Chapter 1 has been to lay the 
foundation for the research report that follow . 7t 
includes introductory material about (1) imagery "rd its 
potential value to marketer’s involved with shopping centers , 
(2) the problem, (3) the study objectives and hypotheses 
tested, (h) the scope, limitations and umpt io.us of the
31
study, and (5) the potential value of the study to marketing 
theory and practice.
Chapter 2 provides a selective review of literature 
and research relevant to the study of imagery. Emphasis is 
placed on Cl) the nature and role of imagery, and (2 ) the 
design and findings of related studies.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the methodology 
used in gathering and analyzing data for this stud;:. The 
chapter includes an explanation of the statistical techniques 
used.
Chapter *+ presents a description of selected 
characteristics of respondents. The three null hypotheses 
are evaluated in relation to personal characte r is t i os of 
respondents, type of shopping center, and image attributes.
Chapter 5 provides a review of th^ research design 
and findings of the study. It also presents the. conclu­
sions of the study, indicates several implications for 
marketers, and gives a variety of suggestions for further1 
research related to the study of shopping center imagery.
Appendix A contains a copy of the pretest interview 
schedule. The questionnaire form is represented, along 
with the instructions for interviewers.
Appendix B contains a copy of the revised question­
naire. The shortened instruction sheet for interviewers is 
also represented.
32
Appendix C describes the Kruskall-Wallis Test. It 
was used to evaluate the three null hypotheses stated 
earlier in this chapter.
Chapter 2
THE PROBLEMS OF IMAGERY:
A LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to review literature 
that pertained to the study of shopping center imagery. The 
review deals first with the nature and relationships among 
image, knowledge, and predisposition. Secondly, several 
studies of image factors and image attributes are cited as 
contributions to the identification of relationships among 
observable image measurements, unobservable images , and 
behavior.
The Nature of Image as it 
Relates to Behavior
Boulding has gone so far as to say that a science
based on the study of image might provide a means to the
1
purposeful redesign of all knowledge. He contended that a
major reorganization was necessary, because people react to
what they believe to be true rather than directly to what
2
objects and events actually exist. Boulding treated image
1
Kenneth E. Boulding, The Image (Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan, 195 6)» pp. lU8 and 163.
2
Ibid., pp. 5 and 6.
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as the subjective structure that a person assigns to 
3
knowledge.
He emphasized the fact that images are dynamic rather
than static in character. Once formed, images continue to
5
be related to new messages from the environment. However,
different things may happen to the image as a result of
contact with the new information. First, the image may be
6
unaffected by messages that are considered unimportant.
Second, the existing image may be modified through the
7
addition or clarification of some aspects. A third 
possibility is that the individual may either reject the
8
message or revise the image to include the new information,
Boulding defined the meaning of a message as the affect it
9
has on an image. Once an image is formed it becomes stable
and resistant to change; however, it remains dynamic in 
10
nature.
Martineau, perhaps more than any other writer, 
helped draw attention to the relationships between consumer
3 4




Ibid., pp. 7-8. Ibid., p. 8.
9 10
Ibid., p. 6. Ibid., p. 8.
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behavior and images held of shopping areas. He contended 
that image affects both the acceptability of locations and 
customer loyalty to acceptable locations. According to 
Martineau, patronage is influenced by image dimensions such 
as types of customers, prices, advertising, fashion of 
merchandise, and general atmosphere of the location.
He contended that the act of shopping is both a mode 
of self expression and a means to acquiring products and 
services for use in self expression. An awareness of a 
location is necessary before it can be selected. However, 
Martineau asserted that the evaluative aspect of an image 
is what determines the acceptability of a choice,
Martineau recommended that retailers give careful 
consideration to the symbolic overtones that customers 
associate with the content and organization of advertise­
ments. He contended that advertising serves potential 
customers by making them aware of an offering and by pro­
viding information that is used in deciding whether or not 
to try an offering. He characterized advertising as having 
both a denotative and connotative role in conveying messages 
from retailers to actual and potential customers.
11
See Pierre Martineau, Motivation in Advertising 
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957); Pierre 
Martineau, "The Personality of the Retail Store," Harvard 
Business Review, XXXVI (January-February, 1958), 9 7-55; and 
Pierre Mart menu, "Customers Shopping Center habits Change 
Retailing," Editor S Publisher, XCVI (October 2G, I'HS), 
15-5 6 .
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Martineau did not reject economic variables as 
possible decision criteria. However, he did warn that 
economic variables such as price and quality may not be the 
deciding criteria used by consumers. If market offerings 
are considered homogeneous across competing firms, then 
people may decide where to shop on the basis of other 
criteria, such as where they feel accepted, where they are 
treated kindly. Alignment of the actual and ideal images 
on both economic and social dimensions may be crucial in the 
process of selecting among patronage alternatives.
Fisk contended that market segments may be either
12
attracted or repelled by the image held of a shopping area.
Thus, image serves to limit the propensity of market segments
13
to shop at a particular shopping area. He asserted that
image research can be used to determine the images held by
target market segments, to identify the market segments
being attracted and repelled by a shopping area, and to
14
expose weak aspects of the retail marketing mix.
Fisk designed a conceptual model for studying 
customers' images of shopping areas. The learning model is 
illustrated by Figure 2,2 on the next page. He sought to 
provide a framework within which it would be possible to
12 George Fisk, "A Conceptual Model for Studying 
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Ibid. , p • 2 .
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measure the affect of image on consumer behavior. Basically,
Fisk postulates that a person "wants something (goal object) ,
sees something (image), does something (instrumental
behavior), and gets something (reward, reinforcement, and
habit formation, or nonreward and discouragement from
15
repeating the practice)."
According to Fisk, image interacts with other
16
predisposing forces to limit behavior selection. Until
some cues arouse a want, image remains inactive as a guiding 
17force. Even when image becomes active it is operative
only within the environmental limits set by the precipitating
18
circumstances that arouse wants. As conditions change over
time, wants reemerge and behavior selection is again
19
moderated by images and other predisposing forces. Fisk 
contended that images of a shopping location include economic, 
social, and physical dimensions.
Howard and Sheth sought to combine learning theory 
with cognitive structure to explain buyer behavior in much
15 16
Ibid., p. 4. Ibid., p. 2.
17 18
Ibid. Ibid. , p. 4.
19
Ibid. , pp. 2 and 4 .
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2 0
the same way that Fisk did. Their model is probably the
most comprehensive, clearly defined, and highly respected
21
one of buyer behavior published to date. However, the
22
Howard-Sheth model achieved only modest predictive success.
Howard and Ostlund have since revised and expanded
the model. Additional research at Columbia University led
2 3
to the improvement of operational definitions. The new
definitions of variables and interrelationships resulted in
2*4
improvement of the model's predictive ability. Figure
2.3 represents the adjusted model.
According to Howard and Ostlund, the buying process 
begins when the consumer experiences a want or need. The 
experience leads to a search for information that is expected 
to be helpful in making a satisfactory purchase decision. 
Alternative brands, such as shopping centers, are evaluated 
against the person's choice criteria. However, the favored
20
John A. Howard and Lyman E. Ostlund, "The Model: 
Current Status of Buyer Behavior Theory," Buyer Behavior, 
eds. John A. Howard and Lyman E. Ostlund (New York: ’
Alfred A. Knopf, 1973), p. 5.
21
According to Rom J. Markin, Jr., Consumer Behavior 
(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 19 74) , pp. 89-9(T” 
and Jagdish N. Sheth, "A Review of Buyer Behavior," 
Perspectives in Consumer Behavior, eds. Harold H. Kassarjian 
and Thomas S . Robertson (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1968), pp. 4 5 8-4 59.
22
Howard and Ostlund, 0£. cit. , pp. 6 and 7.
23
Ibid. , p . 6 .
24
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brand may not be the one that is purchased. Purchase 
intentions are moderated by a person's awareness of alterna­
tives , financial capability, and attitudes towards new 
information concerning environmental conditions that affect 
choice.
Intentions can develop that are not based on new 
information. If satisfaction is obtained from a particular 
choice with sufficient intensity and frequency, then 
responses may become habitual. By routinizing some behavior, 
a consumer is freed to concentrate his conscious problem 
solving efforts on nonroutine choices that must be made.
Brand comprehension was believed to involve denota­
tive meaning; personal attitudes were believed to contribute 
a connotative meaning to the evaluation of a brand.
Howard and Ostlund used the phrase personal attitude to 
represent the organized, evaluative meaning assigned to a 
brand; Fisk used the word image.
For purposes of this study, the term image is used 
to denote a person's unobserved constellation of attitudes 
toward a shopping center. It was considered possible to 
measure image by employing the concept of attitude as a 
surrogate for image and then using evaluations on attitude
26
John A. Howard and Jagdish N. Sheth, "A Theory of 
Buyer Behavior," Perspectives in Consumer Behavior, eds. 
Harold H. Kassarjian and Thomas Robertson CGlenview, 
Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1968), pp.
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measurement scales to reflect attitudes. As indicated in 
the next section, attitude measurement scales have been 
used before to reflect images.
Review of Related Research
The business literature contains several hundred 
studies that deal with the measurement of imagery. This 
section reviews some of the large scale investigations 
which have been reported in the marketing literature. Con­
sideration is limited to studies which focus on shopping 
center image, corporate image, and store image. The 
objectives, research methods, and conclusions of each study 
are identified.
Reports concerning store image are included, because
27
a shopping center is like a department store in many ways. 
The strength of this analogy, though it is an oversimplica- 
tion, becomes even more apparent when large, multi-level 
shopping malls are considered: pedestrian corridors are 
enclosed ; specialized offerings are available in several 
areas; climate control is provided; collective advertising 
is done; and facades are coordinated.
-------- 77-----
For examples see Victor Gruen and Larry Smith, 
Shopping Towns USA (New York: Reinhold Publishing 
Corporation, 1960 ) , p. 80; Samuel Feinberg, What Makes 
Shopping Centers Tick?, (New York: Fairchild Publications, 
Inc., 1960), p. 18; and William Whyte, The Last Landscape 
(Garden City, N . Y . : Doubleday and Company, Inc. , 196 8) , 
p. 342.
Kunke1 and Berry's Investigation 
of Image Factors
Kunkel and Berry tied together the preexisting
studies of image dimensions conducted by Martineau, Fisk,
28
and Howard. They utilized three open-ended questions to
identify the reasons that customers had for selecting a
particular department store. Respondents were asked to
identify (1) the things they liked most about shopping at
a particular department store, (2) the things they liked
least, and (3) the major reasons why they thought other
people shopped at the department store. The responses are
represented in Column 9 of Table 2.1 Their list of image
attributes did not differ markedly from that of Fisk or 
29
Howard. However, their twelve dimensions of retail store 
image reflected customer patronage patterns with more 
precision than did Fisk's six dimensions of location con­
venience, merchandise suitability, price-value relationship,
30
services, congeniality, and post-transaction satisfaction.
28
John H. Kunkel and Leonard L. Berry, "A Behavioral 
Conception of Retail Image," Journal of Marketing, XXXII 
(October, 1968), 21-27.
29
Ibid. , p. 26; George Fisk, "A Conceptual Model for 
Studying Customer Image," Journal of Retailing, XXXVII 
(Winter, 1961-1962), 5 ; and Howard and Ostluna, o£. cit. , p.
30
Leonard L. Berry, "The Components of Department 
Store Image: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis," Journal 
of Retailing, XLV (Spring, 1969), 10.
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Reliability X X X
Interest in community X
Progressiveness X X X
Age X
Widely known X
Ease of dealing^with X
Number of stores operated X
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Column 2: Stuart V. Rich and Bernard Portis, ’’Clues for Action from
Shoppers Preference, Harvard Business Review, XLI (Harch-April, 1963), 132-14-9.
Table 2.1 (Continued)
Column 3: W. T. Tucker, "How Much of the Corporate Image is Stereotype?,"
Journal of Marketing, XXV (January, 1961), 61-65.
Column 9: Leon Arons, "Does Television Viewing Influence Store Image and
Shopping Frequency?," Journal of Retailing, XXXVII (Fall, 1961), 1-13.
Column 5: George Fisk, "A Conceptual Model for Studying Customer Image,"
Journal of Retailing, XXXVII (Winter, 1961-1962), 1-8, 54.
Column 6: Louis B. Bucklin, "The Concept of Mass in Intra-Urban Shopping,"
Journal of Marketing, XXXI (October, 1967), 37-42,
Column 7: Devendra S. Pathak, "A Study of Department Stores' Images Held
by Customers and Management," Unpublished DBA Dissertation, Michigan State University 
1972.
Column 8: Robert George Wyckham, "Aggregate Department Store Images: Social
and Experimental Factors," Unpublished PhD Dissertation, Michigan State University, 
1967 .
Column 9: John H. Kunkel and Leonard L. Berry, "A 3ehavioral Conception
of Retail Image," Journal of Marketing, XXXII (October, 1968), 21-27.
Column 10: Robert F. Kelly and Ronald Stephenson, "The Semantic Differential: 
An Information Source for Designing Retail Patronage Appeals," Journal of Marketing, 
XXXI (October, 1967), Part I, 43-47.
Column 11: Burton H. Marcus, "Image Variation and the Multi-Unit Retail 
Establishment," Journal of retailing, XLVII (Summer, 1972), 29-43.
A sample of 1,050 women was drawn from among the 
charge account customers of three department stores. About 
71 per cent of the mail questionnaires sent out were 
completed and returned. Kunkel and Berry concluded from a 
content analysis of responses that about 99 per cent of the 
3,737 reasons fit into twelve hypothesized image dimensions
1. merchandise price




6 . location convenience





12. reputation on adjustments
Berry compared store images by using the chi-square
32
test for goodness of fit. He found significant image
31
Kunkel and Berry, oj>. cit. , p. 26.
32
Leonard L. Berry, "The Components of Department 
Store Image: A Study of Three Selected Department Stores in 
Phoenix, Arizona," Unpublished DBA Dissertation, Arizona 
State University, Tempe, 196 8.
56
differences (<.05) among the three department stores 
33
studied.
Kunkel and Berry contended that the difference among 
stores on customer attractions provided each store with a 
marketing niche necessary for survival and growth in the 
competitive environments. However, they did not attempt to 
weight the discriminating factors in relation to their 
affect on actual buying intentions.
Tucker's Investigation of Image 
Generalization
Tucker compared the public images of six large
34
corporations in Atlanta. His report was based on a 
probability sample of approximately 1,350 Atlanta residents. 
Semantic differential scales were used to provide compar­
ability of results to findings from other image studies.
He attempted to include evaluation scales that 
represent different aspects of corporate image. The scales 
are represented in Column 3 of Table 2.1. The choice of 
scales was limited to ones used in a previous study and ones 
considered important by management of a single bank.
A person who judged a business favorably on one 




W. T. Tucker, "How Much of the Corporate Image is 
Stereotype?," Journal of Marketing, XXV (January, 1961), 
61-65.
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scales, age and formality, had correlations of less than 
.80 with the Fair-Unfair scale. In addition, the images of 
large corporations in different industries correlated highly 
Tucker concluded that many image scales are redundant and 
superfluous when used to evaluate different types of 
businesses.
Arons1 Study Involving 
^ntage Discrimination
Arons studied the images of five major department
35
stores in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area. He
defined store image as the meanings and the relationships
36
among meanings that serve to characterize a store. The 
objectives of his investigation were to (1) determine if 
image could be measured; (2) identify the relationship 
between image, patronage, and purchase; and (3) explore the 
affect of television advertising on store image,
Arons used area sampling in his attempt to obtain 
information from a representative cross section of house­
holds. A total of 1,0 21 people were interviewed at home. 
Seventy per cent of the respondents were women.
35
Leon Arons, "Does Television Viewing Influence 
Store Image and Shopping Frequency?,” Journal of Retailing, 




The interviews dealt with three different areas that 
Arons thought would reflect image. One area concerned the 
kind of people that respondents associated with the store,
A second area concerned the type of merchandise that 
respondents associated with the store. The third area 
concerned the respondentf s evaluation of the store in terms 
of a number of characteristics identified in previous 
studies as important to department store shoppers. Only the 
third area of attitude measurement was within the scope of 
the study made by Kunkel and Berry; the study by Tucker did 
not include the second area. Although measurement scales 
can be redundant, most of the scales used by Arons seemed 
to be sensitive indicators of image.
Four image factors were represented in semantic 
differential form: merchandise, service, institutional, and 
personal. The image attributes used to measure each factor 
are indicated in Column 4 of Table 2.1.
Although most of the stores were thought of as 
friendly, there were differences between the stores with 
respect to price and styling. Personal characteristics of 
store image seemed to be most closely associated with 
frequency of shopping; e.g. friendliness, excitement, and 
inviting atmosphere. The characteristics of service seemed 
to be less important. Merchandise quality and style, sales 
personnel, store reputation, services, store reliability, 
and ease of shopping were associated more with some stores 
than with others.
5 9
The study showed that a strong relationship existed 
between the average favorableness of a store's image and the 
frequency of the customer shopping there. The relationships 
appeared to hold irrespective of the individual store or the 
residence of the shopper. The characteristics of a g e , 
income, and having had children were significantly related 
to image evaluations and patronage patterns.
The five stores shared customers. However, respond­
ents claimed that the stores attracted different types of 



















People with Children 
Good Dressers 
Poor Dressers
Arons concluded that people tend to perceive stores as 
appealing to significantly different types of people.
Each store was also thought of as being different 
from the others as to the lines of merchandise offered. 












Nothing in Particular 
Everything
Several of the product groups were associated significantly 
more often with some stores than with other stores. The 
attraction of discount houses and department stores was 
related to the type of purchase involved.
61
A final conclusion was that respondents who viewed 
the television advertising of one store held a more favor­
able image of the store than was held by respondents who did 
not view the advertising. The relationship was interpreted 
as a general shift to a more favorable image of the store by 
those exposed to the advertising. However, the direction of 
causation was not investigated.
Wyckham*s Approach to 
Perceptual Segmentation
WycVhflni attempted to use customer's images of
37
department stores as a means to market segmentation. 
Evaluations were made of three department stores, an ideal 
department store, and the process of shopping.
A random, multistage area sample was drawn. Male 
and female household heads were selected from the standard 
metropolitan statistical area of Detroit. Stratification 
was based on income and home address. Each strata included 
at least thirty respondents, which was considered necessary 
for hypothesis testing.
Wyckham contended that the long, complex survey of 
attitudes required interviewer supervision to answer
37
Robert 6. Wyckham, "Aggregate Department Store 
Images: Social and Experiential Factors," Unpublished PhD 
Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1967, and 
William Lazer and Robert G. Wyckham, "Perceptual Segmentation 
of Department Store Markets ," Journal of Retailing, XLV 
(Summer, 1969), 3-14.
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questions, to encourage response, and to discourage respond­
ents from taking time to screen responses for social 
acceptability. Seven point semantic differential scales 
were used to measure the direction and intensity of 
respondent images. Interviewers were recruited from a 
marketing research firm and from a college in Detroit.
Wyckham desired a sample size of 720 respondents to represent 
various categories of income and social class. However, the 
field work resulted in only 652 completed, usable 
questionnaires.
Each store was measured on the same set of image 
attributes so that results would be comparable across stores. 
Seven point semantic differential, scales were used to 
measure the direction and intensity of respondent attributes. 
The attributes are represented in Column 8 of Table 2.1.
Four image factors were considered: suitability of 
merchandise, characteristics of sales personnel, store 
friendliness, and locational convenience. Each factor score 
was represented by the mean of scores on each attribute 
thought to represent the factor. The factor scores were 
subjected to two nonparametric statistical tests, the 
Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test and the Mann-Whitney 
U Test.
The results indicated that consumers had signifi­
cantly different images of the actual department stores.
Image of the ideal department store differed (<.05) in
63
relation to respondent's stage of family life cycle and 
social class. There was a commonality in the actual images 
held of department store branches which had been established 
by one firm in different areas to appeal to different groups.
Bucklin's Study of 
Retail Gravitation
Bucklin thought that image might be what was
38
controlling the drawing power of trading areas. He 
sought to determine whether or not variables besides size 
of shopping center and travel distance might be significant 
factors in choice among alternative shopping areas. Four 
types of predictor variables were considered: physical 
distance, shopping plans, image factors, and demographic 
characteristics.
Data were gathered from consumers located in the 
metropolitan area of Oakland, California. More than 500 
women were interviewed. Complete information was obtained 
from 365 female heads of households. Respondents were 
classified as to where they had last shopped for a house­
hold item worth at least five dollars. Discriminant analysis 
and multivariate analysis of variance were used in identify­
ing and evaluating the differences among classes.
38
Louis P. Bucklin, "The Concept of Mass in Intra­
urban Shopping," Journal of Marketing, XXXI (October, 1967), 
37-42 .
64
Distance to a shopping location and size of the 
shopping center were significantly related to the place of 
last purchase. However* the affect of size varied according 
to the respondent's social position, actual image of the 
location, and purpose of the trip. Significant differences 
C < * 0 5) appeared on the four image factors of satisfaction, 
price, advertising, and convenience,
39
The more recent findings of Cox support Bucklin's 
contention that image can be an important determinant of 
shopping center patronage. If other variables are equal, 
then the affect of image on intentions may carry over to 
actions. However, if other influences on behavior are not 
the same or if images are not distinguishable, then the 
favorableness of image is unlikely to be a good predictor 
of patronage choice.
Pathak'b Study of 
Image Alignment
Pathak compared customer's actual images of a depart-
40
ment store to the anticipated image held by management.
39
William E. Cox, "Other Dimensions Involved in 
Shopping Center Preferences," Journal of Marketing, XXXIV 
(October, 1970), 12-17.
40
Devendra S. Pathak, William J. E. Crissy, and 
Robert W, Sweitzer, "Customer Image Versus the Retailers' 
Anticipated Image," Journal of Retailing, L (Winter, 19 74- 
1975), 21-28, 116; and Devendra S. Pathak, "A Study of 
Department Store Images Held by Customers and Management," 
Unpublished PhD Dissertation, Michigan State University, 
1972 .
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Respondents were selected from among the patrons of four 
stores in the standard metropolitan statistical area of 
Saginaw, Michigan. The different stores were selected 
because they did not appeal to the same socioeconomic level 
of consumers.
The sample of customers was selected through group 
interviews. Respondents were demographically representative 
of the population in family life cycle, race, and education. 
However, females represented about 80 per cent of the sample.
A total of 178 usable questionnaires were obtained from 
customers.
Managers of the four department stores were surveyed 
during a meeting called by each general store manager. The 
interviews resulted in 6 5 usable questionnaires from managers.
Thirty semantic differential scales of seven inter­
vals each were used to measure attributes of the store 
images. The attributes are identified in Column 7 of 
Table 2.1. Four image dimensions were thought to be 
represented: merchandise, sales personnel, store cogeniality, 
and locational convenience.
Scores for each attribute were summed and averaged 
across the scales used to represent each dimension. The 
mean score for each dimension was used to test for 
differences between the anticipated image held by management 
and the actual image held by customers.
66
Managers consistently rated their store signifi­
cantly higher on one or more factors than did the customers. 
Managers in some, but not all, of the department stores 
seemed to understand customer perceptions of merchandising 
suitability. However, managers were not as accurate in 
estimating customer perceptions of the less tangible factors. 
Managers of the store appealing to the lower end of the 
socioeconomic continuum were significantly inaccurate (<.01) 
in estimating consumer evaluations on all four factors.
Summary
Several writers have suggested that identification 
of the similarities and differences between images held by 
shoppers may serve as a valuable step in identifying market 
segments. Image can provide a retail location with the 
marketing niche necessary for survival and well being in our 
competitive business environment. Unfortunately, merchants 
have frequently overlooked the effect of an inconsistent or 
deteriorating image. Management typically has not aligned 
its anticipated image with the consumer’s actual image of 
the patronage alternative.
Image has been described as the meanings that a 
person associates with a particular concept. It is based 
upon a person's evaluation of physical features and intang­
ible, psychological features that an individual perceives 
to be present. Perceptual generalization can occur even
6 7
when two brands are physically dissimilar, because the 
different characteristics may be assigned the same meaning 
by the consumer. For example, tangible differences between 
shopping centers may be overlooked by shoppers. At the 
same time, customers may evaluate the alternatives as being 
different on intangible aspects of each shopping center’s 
personality. The behavioral processes of perceptual 
generalization and discrimination can work to compliment or 
to counteract a firm’s image building efforts.
Images are composed of several dimensions that can 
be reflected by scores on attitude measurement scales. 
However, authors have disagreed on procedures for identifi­
cation and measurement of image dimensions. As indicated 
in Table 2.1, over 16 0 image attributes have been used in 
various combinations to measure concepts closely related to 
that of a shopping center. However, twelve or fewer image 
factors were thought to comprise an image construct of a 
department store, corporation, or shopping district. Not 
all image attributes were considered necessary to identify 
image factors or to reflect image dimensions.
Many different techniques have been used to reflect 
images. Both directive and nondirective approaches have 
been utilized. Open ended questions and closed ended 
checklists have been employed. Many scaling techniques have 
been tried, but the semantic differential device has been
68
41the most widely used method of measuring store image.
Univariate and multivariate analysis techniques have 
been used. Multivariate techniques can help to classify 
attributes into factors and reduce the number of scales 
needed to represent image dimensions. However, multivariate 
techniques used in several studies have not yielded the 
same image factors. By contrast, univariate techniques can 
be used to identify differences among images, regardless of 
the relative importance assigned to each difference. There­
fore, univariate techniques, as described in the next 
chapter, were used for this study.
41
James F. Engel, David T. Kollat, and Roger D. 
Blackwell, Consumer Behavior (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 
and Winston, Inc., 1975) , p. 45 3.
Chapter 3
RESEARCH DESIGN
This chapter reviews the research design used in 
this study. The sampling and data collection procedures 
are identified. The procedures used to develop the survey 
instrument are described. Finally, the statistical 
techniques used to analyze the hypotheses are explained.
The Test City
A geographic area for the study was sought which 
would possess certain characteristics. Of primary concern 
were population size and density, plus number and diversity 
of available shopping centers. An acceptable area was to 
include at least two regional shopping centers, in operation 
for more than two years, plus established community and 
neighborhood shopping centers. The decision was made to use 
the city of Houston, Texas, so as to insure exposure of 
shoppers to a variety of planned shopping centers.
The Test Centers
Four shopping centers were selected for use in this 
study. The centers are not referred to by name in this 
report in order to protect confidential information. The
69
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selection of particular centers waB based on three factors : 
distinctiveness of trade areas, distinctiveness of shopping 
centers, and age of shopping centers.
The survey centers generally served different 
geographical areas of Houston. The assumption was made that 
the information from the study would be more useful if 
responses were obtained from different market segments.
The selected centers were at least 15 minutes apart
in driving time. In addition, a shopping center of similar
size was located between each center studied and the other
centers studied. Such spatial relationships were expected
to prevent crossover among survey areas by more than three
fourths of the patrons of the community and neighborhood
centers, and even a higher proportion of the patrons of the
1
regional center. The amount of crossing over among 
geographical areas was expected to be so low that respondents 
would not be represented in more than one subsample.
The test centers were dissimilar in size. The 
position was taken that shoppers might prefer different 
things from shopping centers of different size. Therefore, 
respondents are drawn from among the patrons of three 
different types of shopping center: neighborhood, community, 
and regional.
1
James A. Brunner and John L. Mason, "The Influence 
of Driving Time Upon Shopping Center Preference," Journal 
of Marketing, XXXII (April, 1968), 57-61.
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The pretest center and the three survey centers were
in operation for at least two years. Thus, customers had
time to evaluate the centers and to establish any pattern of
impressions that were likely to develop. The age of
individual shopping centers was determined by reference to
an international directory of planned shopping centers,




Bolger described a procedure that his consulting
3
firm used to identify image attributes. First, company 
personnel made an extensive list of evaluative words that 
could be used to describe a client firm. Then, the words 
were divided into synonym groups. Next, the most representa­
tive word in each group was chosen and tested experimentally. 
The words which best represented each of the dimensions of 
company image were then selected for use in image testing.
A similar process was used to identify image 
attributes for use in this study. The respondents used in 
development of the scales were drawn from a standard
2
Shopping Center Directory (Burlington, Iowa: 
National Research Bureau, 19743.
3
John F. Bolger, Jr., "How to Evaluate Your Company 
Image," Journal of Marketing, XXXIV (October, 1959), 7-10.
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metropolitan statistical area other than Houston, so as to 
minimize the chance of contacting any persons who would be 
used in either the pretest or the image survey itself. An 
eight stage process was used to generate and screen 
evaluative phrases for inclusion on the pretest questionnaire.
First, a review was made of related image studies, 
as reported in Chapter II. The initial list of evaluative 
terms was compiled from selected studies on the imagery of 
shopping centers, stores , corporations, and shopping 
districts of cities.
Second, consideration was given to evaluative terms 
used in several retailing texts, marketing mix check-lists, 
urban development books , and pieces of promotional litera­
ture from shopping centers. Terms that seemed applicable 
were tentatively added to the list.
Third, the list was expanded by reference to the
4
current edition of a widely used dictionary. More than
55,000 vocabulary entries were considered.
Fourth, an unabridged version of a thesaurus was
5
used to develop opposing pairs of terms. The word and 
phrase pairs were then clustered according to meaning.
4
David B. Guralnik, e d . , Webster's New World 
Dictionary (New York: World Publishing Company, 1973).
5
Norman Lewis, Roget's Thesaurus (New York: 
Washington Square Press, T n c ., 1961).
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Fifth, terms considered to be at or above the 
reading level of a high school junior were deleted.
6
Evaluation was based on past ratings of difficulty level.
Sixth, the pairs of terms were tested for relevance,
opposition in meaning, and comprehensiveness in relation to
the concept of a shopping center. In depth interviews were
conducted with nine adults. The length varied from twenty
to sixty minutes. The adults could not think of any
additional scales related to characteristics of a shopping
center. In addition, all words used in connection with the
measurement scales were deemed to be understandable and in
common usage.
Seventh, two groups of students were used to test
the discriminating power of the image scales. Nine students
evaluated both a downtown shopping area and a regional
shopping center. Eleven others evaluated a regional shopping
center and a discount store. The randomization test for
matched pairs was used to identify scales which distinguished
7
between concepts. The significance level of <,05 was used
6
Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher1s 
Word Book of 30 ,000 W o r d s , Bureau of Publications (New York: 
Teachers College , Columbia University, 1944).
7
For a description of the randomization test s e e : 
Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York : McGraw'-TTill Book C o . , Inc . , 1956) , 
p p . 8 8-9 2.
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to reject scales. If any scale did not significantly
distinguish between at least one of the two pairs of concepts,
then it was dropped from the list.
In the eighth stage, twenty telephone interviews were
used to identify the variables most commonly associated with
the concept of an ideal shopping center. Up to this point
respondents were provided with image attributes to which
they responded. However, preset categories encourage
respondents to describe characteristics of a concept that
do not necessarily comprise part of their image of the 
8
concept. An unstructured instrument is needed to identify
9
characteristics that constitute part of an image. Only 
nineteen of the discriminating scales were needed to repre­
sent the 101 evaluation criteria mentioned by respondents 
to the telephone inquiry.
Approximately 50 0 pairs of terms were generated in 
the first four stages of the process. After stage five, 
only 14 5 pairs remained. Only 66 pairs remained after stage 
six and seven. The nineteen pairs of terms identified in 
stage eight were selected for pretesting in Houston.
8
Leonard L. Berry, "The Components of Department 
Store Image: A Study of Three Selected Department Stores in 





The Image Measurement Scales
Each of the ideal concepts were measured in relation
to the same image scales. The number of responses per
interviewee and the response categories were controlled.
Differences among concepts and among rypes of respondents
were sought rather than differences in the number or variety
of responses per interviewee category. Four issues were
given special attention in the development of the image
attribute scales for this study: (a) the selection and
presentation of the image scales ; (b) the number and type
of cues separating the bipolar phrases; Cc) the problem of
contextual contamination; and (d) the stability and meaning
of an ideal rating.
The semantic differential technique was used in this
study to reflect meanings given to the concept of an ideal
shopping center. The scaling device was the most commonly
10
used method of measuring store images.
The technique basically consists of one or more
11
concepts and a series of bipolar rating scales. The scales 
are bounded by an adjective or descriptive phrase on each
10
James F. Engel, David T. Kollat, and Roger D. 
Balckwell, Consumer Behavior (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and 
Winston, 1973 ) , p"I 45 3 .
11
Charles E. Osgood, George J. Su c i , and Percy H. 
Tannenbaum, The Measurement of Meaning (Urbana: University 
of Illinois f res s , 1957).
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12
end separated by cues in the middle. Different types and
combinations of cues may be used such as words, numbers, or 
pictures.
The inclusion of both cues and descriptive terms
makes possible the measurement of both the direction and
13intensity of views toward a concept. Several other
advantages are also attributed to the semantic differential 1*+
technique:
1) Readily qualifiable data can be obtained quickly.
2) Scales can be administered in both a group and 
individual setting.
3) It can be used to help respondents identify 
numerous words which describe their feelings and reactions 
along different dimensions.
*+) Questions are phrased in a consistent manner.
S) Multidimensional images can be measured in both 
an aggregated and a disaggregated form.
12
The role of cues is explained by Rom J. Markin, J r . , 
Consumer Behavior (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.,
TS7io, p. 2 re;—
13
William A. M indak, "Fitting the Semantic Differen­
tial to the Marketing Problem," Journal of Marketing, XXV 
(April, 1961), 29.
lt+Osgood, et a l . , pp. 1 *+0-166 ; Mindak, loc. c i t . ;
Fred N. Kerlinger,"Foundations of Behavioral Research (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart"^ and Winston , Tnc. , 196 *+) , p p . T64-380 ; 
and Hngel, et al. , p. *+54.
7 7
6) Images can be compared on the basis of both 
specific factors and composite meaning,
7) Comparisons can be made among different groups 
of persons associated with the product, based on the 
clusters of image evaluations.
8) It encourages response with evaluations that 
come to mind first.
9) It enables response with evaluations on 
attributes that may have been overlooked in open-ended 
discussion.
10) It is relatively quick and economical to score 
results.
11) The technique is relatively easy to replicate.
12) Interpretation of results can be relatively
simple,
13) It can be used to note changes over time,
because of its high reliability and sensitivity to changes.
15
When used properly, it can also be quite valid.
Osgood cites a number of examples that support the face
16
validity of the instrument. Convergent validity has been
15
For a discussion of types of validity see 
Gerald Zaltman, Christian R. A. Pinson, and Reinhard Angelmar, 
Metatheory and Consumer Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 
and Winston, Inc. , 19 7 3), p . 44.
16
Osgood, et al., pp. 140-166.
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17
demonstrated by Grigg. Strickler provides evidence as to
18the technique's predictive validity.
The semantic differential technique also has a
number of potential weaknesses. First, the technique is
designed to reflect initial thoughts when a topic is brought
to mind. This study used personal interviewing rather than
direct mail inquiry so that respondents would be discouraged
from taking time to screen responses for social acceptability.
During the pretest, respondents took approximately one
minute to mark the image scales. Since respondents were
marking one scale every 3 to 1 seconds, it is assumed that
initial thoughts were being recorded. This assumption is
supported by the fact that only four people in the pretest
changed any answer, and each change was due to a misreading
of polar phrase.
A second possible difficulty with the semantic
differential technique is that not all scales are appropriate
19
for measuring all concepts. However, scales used in this 
study were carefully constructed and pretested for use,
17
Austin E. Grigg, "A Validity Study of the Semantic 
Differential Techniques, Journal of Clinical Psychology,
XV (September, 1959), 179-TTT:
18
George Strickler, "The Use of the Semantic 
Differential to Predict Voting Behavior," Journal of Social 
Psychology, LIX (February, 1963), 159-169 .
19
Engel, e_t al. , o£. cit. , p. 454 .
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based upon the particular concepts and situations involved 
in the final survey.
A third potential problem with the technique is that
respondents may have preferences for certain positions on
20a rating scale, regardless of concept involved. However,
Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum reported that each rating
21position is used about as frequently as any other. In 
addition, different pretest and test scales used in this 
study provided radically different patterns of response 
position. The distribution of responses on selected scales 
used in the pretest, in the survey, and in other studies 
lend support to the assumption in this study that 
respondents did not use just one scalar position to reflect 
their preferences.
The Presentation of Scales
Two different forms have been used to represent
22
semantic differential scales. The forms differ chiefly 
in the way that concepts are positioned in relation to 
scales. One form presents the different scales to the left
20
Joe Kent Kerby, Consumer Behavior (New York: 
Dun-Donnelley Publishing Corporation, 19 75) , p. M98.
21
C. E. Osgood, George Suci, and Percy Tannenbaum, 
The Measurement of Meaning (Urbana, Illinois: University of 




of the concept identification as shown below:
Teacher fair : : : : : : :  unfair
With the second form, all the scales for each concept are 
presented under the heading of that concept:
Teacher
fair : : : : : : :  unfair
Both forms relate one or more measurements to a concept.
Several researchers have since modified the scale
boundaries by using opposing phrases as a substitute for
23
bipolar adjectives. Opposing phrases were used in this
study to provide a close visual connection between a
concept and the evaluative scale used, and to reduce
questionnaire length by eliminating multiple headings for
the same concept.
Wyckham claimed that the use of small print for
semantic differential scales can be a major cause of non-
2i*
response and of incomplete interviews. To reduce the 
possible problem of getting and maintaining respondent 
cooperation, larger type face and fewer scales were used 
for this study than were used by Wyckham in his survey of
23
For examples see William A. Mindak, "Fitting the 
Semantic Differential to the Marketing Problem," Journal of 
Marketing, XXV (April, 1961), 28-33; and John H. kunkel and 
Leonard L . Berry, "A Behavioral Conception of Retail Image," 
Journal of Marketing, XXXII (October, 1968), 21-27.
24
Robert G. Wyckham, "Aggregate Department Store 
Images: Social and Experimental Factors," Unpublished PhD 
Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1967, pp. 96-97.
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department store Images. No complaints were received from 
pretest respondents regarding the size of the print used for 
the scales.
The Number of Cues
Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum favored the use of seven 
25
point rating scales. They concluded from a literature 
review that "over a large number of different subjects in 
many different experiments it has been found that with
seven alternatives all of them tend to be used and with
26
roughly, if not exactly, in equal frequencies."
Green and Rao reached similar conclusions based
upon an experiment concerning the relationship between
number of cues and information recovery:
....3-point or 2-point scales result in poor 
recovery of the original configuration (of 
artificially generated data). Moreover,... 
diminishing returns set in rather rapidly beyond 
the level of eight (scale positions).*'
On the basis of the above evidence, a seven point scale was
selected for use in this study.
Verbal cues were used in this study to clarify the
intent of the scale positions for the respondent. An
25




P. E. Green and V. R. Rao, "Rating Scales and 
Information Recovery - How Many Scales and Response Categor­
ies to Use?," Journal of Marketing, XXXIV (July, 1570), 38.
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Use of verbal or numerical cues with the semantic
differential is not uncommon. However, a problem is whether
or not the neutral point reflects a true zero point. The
central point on a semantic differential scale may reflect
different things. For example, a respondent may be undecided
in his judgment or not have enough knowledge to evaluate the 
28
concept.
Torgerson asserted that the midpoint on a scale can
be viewed as a natural origin when it is flanked on one side
by progressive degrees of positive associations and by
29
negative ones on the other side. However, two approaches 
to the problem of indecision are used in this study in an 
effort to discourage improper use of scale positions.
Persons were excluded from the study unless they were 
familiar with the size of shopping center to be measured.
28
John A. Howard and Jagdish H. Sheth, The of
Buyer Behavior (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. , 136 9) , 
p i  209“.'" -------
29
W. Torgerson, Theory and Methods of Scaling (New 
York: John Wiley and Sons-̂ Inc. » 195 8) , pT 30 .
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In addition, a "no opinion" category was included with each 
semantic differential scale.
The assumption that scale positions and words were 
meaningful to respondents is supported by the selection 
process used in this study to develop scales and cues.
Uncommon and complex descriptive words were eliminated from 
scales prior to the survey. Scales were eliminated before 
the pretest unless they discriminated between a specific 
shopping center and one or more related concepts. Respondents 
for this study were repeat customers of well established 
shopping centers ; therefore, it is unlikely that they lacked 
sufficient information to evaluate the attributes used in the 
Houston survey.
Response categories used in this study for the 
semantic differential technique were equivalent in physical
size. However, equal physical intervals do not necessarily
30
represent equal increments of mental difference. Image 
evaluation scales reflect the order of relationships, but 
the distance between physical positions may not reflect the 
distance between mental attitudes.
Statistical testa used in this study presuppose 
that ordinal data has been obtained. Mean scores are used
30
Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral 
Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964),
p. "U25.
8 4
only to represent the direction of difference, not magnitude.
If one is willing to accept the tenuous assumptions of
interval equality and identifiable origin, then the data
generated by the semantic differential technique can be
analyzed using more powerful tests of statistical signifi-
31
cance than are used in this study.
The Problem of Contextual 
Contamination
The responses made to the scales of the first concept
or dimension listed in a questionnaire may affect the
32
responses given to scales which follow. Long question-
33
naires may be very susceptible to such order bias.
However, there is evidence to the contrary. Osgood, Suci, 
and Tannenbaum conducted a test to study the independence of 
concepts. They concluded that no significant differences
31
A more powerful test is one that is more likely to 
detect statistically significant differences among groups of 
sample data, when such differences actually exist. The 
power of the Kruskal-Wallis test, as described in Appendix C, 
using 100 cases is approximately the same as that of the F 
test using 95 cases if the model used in the F test is correct.
32
C> E. Osgood, George Suci, and Percy Tannenbaum,
The Measurement of Meaning CUrbana, Illinois: University of 
Illinois Press, 1958).
33
Devendra S. Pathak, "A Study of Department Stores' 
Images Held by Customers and Management," Unpublished DBA 
Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1972, p. 52.
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34
in score resulted from the order of presentation.
Clevanger, Lazier, and Clark reported similar results from
their measurement of images with the semantic differential 
35
technique. As a precaution against order bias, the 
questionnaire length used in this study was set so that 
respondents would finish in between 1 1/2 and 2 minutes.
The Stability and Meaning 
of an Ideal Rating
Another measurement problem related to this study
was whether an ideal rating reflects what a respondent
thought was expected by the investigator or what the
respondent actually desired. Survey respondents might
provide inaccurate ratings in an effort to make responses
internally consistent. The stability and meaning of ideal
36
ratings were questioned by Landon, too. The results of 
his study showed that ideal ratings did remain stable over 
time. Based on such evidence, the assumption was made in 
this study that respondents were truthful in marking their 
preferences.
34
Osgood, eit al_. , o£. cit. , p. 84.
35
Theodore Clevenger, Jr., Gilbert A. Lazier, and 
Margaret Leitner Clark , "Measurement of Corporate Images 
by the Semantic Differential," Journal of Marketing Research, 
II (February, 1965), 81.
36
E. Laird Landon, Jr., "Order Bias, the Ideal Rating, 
and the Semantic Differential," Journal of Marketing Research, 
VII (August, 1971) , 375 .
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The Pretest Interview Schedule
The interview schedule used in the pretest was 
composed of both instructions and response scales. The 
forms are represented in Appendix A. The guidelines for 
interviewers included 1) how to greet persons, 2) how and 
when to terminate an interview, 3) what instructions to 
read aloud to the respondent, and 4) what observations to 
record at the end of the interview. The questionnaire 
itself included 1) scales representing selected image 
components and 2) questions concerning respondent 
characteristics.
The questionnaire was physically separated into 
three parts: examples, image attribute scales, and classifi­
cation scales that dealt with other characteristics of 
respondents. Each section served a different purpose.
The examples in part one had two basic functions. 
First, interviewers used the examples to establish rapport 
with the respondent and to provide for an easy transition 
into the questionnaire. Second, the interviewers used the 
examples to instruct each respondent in how to read the 
semantic scales and how to mark responses.
The semantic differential scales in part two dealt 
with selected characteristics of a perfect or ideal shopping 
center that would be similar in size to the survey center 
at which the respondent was interviewed. Nineteen scales 
were used in the pretest to elicit measurements on selected
87
image attributes: cleanliness, number of stores, distance 
among stores, product variety, congestion, number of services, 
diversity of price choice, relaxing sensation, amount of 
parking, price-quality relationship, number of places to eat, 
temperature control, diversity of store types, ease in 
violating parking restrictions, hours of service, amount of 
time to reach the center, opportunity to shop fast, and 
desirability of public entertainment.
The seven questions in part three of the question­
naire dealt with selected economic, demographic and 
behavioral characteristics of respondents. Specifically, 
the questions inquired about the individual respondent's age, 
marital status, educational background, annual income, 
frequency of shopping away from home, frequency of going to 
the survey center, and age of youngest child in the family.
One respondent classification question, concerning 
occupation, was dropped prior to the pretest, because of 
the inability of young respondents to identify the occupation 
of parents and because of the disproportionate amount of 
time taken by many adults to read and interpret the answer 
choices. The seven questions were included to provide data 
that could be meaningfully related to image responses.
The importance of relating economic-demographic character­
istics to image responses is predicated on conclusions in
88
other image studies that what attracts some types of people
37
may repel others.
Pretest of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire was tested at a shopping center 
before the actual survey was initiated. A neighborhood 
center was chosen in order to reduce the chance of any 
person being selected for both the pretest sample and the 
survey sample. The probability of such repetition occurring 
was slight for several reasons: 1) the pretest sample was 
small, 2) the pretest center lacked long distance drawing 
power, 3) traveling time from the pretest center to each of 
the three centers used in the subsequent survey was at 
least 15 minutes, and 4) other neighborhood centers were 
located between the pretest center and each of the test 
centers. The result was that no person was a member of 
both the pretest group and the survey sample.
The same procedure was followed in completing the 
pretest questionnaire as was planned for use in the 
collection of survey data. However, upon completion of the 
pretest, respondents were asked if they had any questions 
or problems related to the questionnaire or interview.
37
For example see William Lazer and Robert G. 
Wyckham, "Perceptual Segmentation of Department Store 
Markets," Journal of Retailing, XLX (Summer, 1969), 3-14, 
and P. Ronald Stephenson, "Identifying Determinants of 
Retail Patronage," Journal of Marketing, XXXII (July, 1969), 
57-60.
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Modifications in interviewer instructions and 
questionnaire content were based on interviews with thirty- 
four customers. As a result of comments made concerning 
dislike for commercial interviewers, the statement of 
greeting was altered to identify the project as nonprofit 
and the interviewer as being a student. Many respondents 
reported a feeling that the instructions were unnecessarily 
long and detailed. Therefore, the opening statements by 
the interviewer were substantially modified. Time used for 
instructions was cut by approximately 50 per cent. Two 
image scales, concerning temperature control and opportunity 
to hurry, were dropped due to diversity of interpretation. 
The revised interview schedule is illustrated in Appendix B.
Sampling Procedure
Telephone inquiry was deemed impractical because of
the need for respondents to view the scales. A mail survey
was not conducted, because it would have allowed respondents
38
too much time to deliberate on the ratings, the rate of 
response probably would have been low, and the choice of 
shopping centers as reference points would have been more 
difficult to control. Face-to-face interviewers were used 
to select repeat customers of particular shopping centers 
to use as respondents and to encourage cooperation.
38
William A. Mindak, "Fitting the Semantic Differen­
tial to the Marketing Problem," Journal of Marketing, XXV 
(April, 1961) , 30 .
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The Houston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 
and the geographical area surrounding each center were not 
assumed to be representative of shoppers at the centers. 
Therefore, no attempt was made to draw a stratified sample 
representative of persons living in the neighborhood 
adjacent to each survey center.
Members of the sample were selected from among each 
test center's walk-in customers. The particular method of 
probability sampling chosen for this study was that of 
systematic sampling. Every N**1 element in each of the 
three subpopulations was selected. The systematic sampling 
technique was deemed appropriate since there was no known 
sequential pattern to the population elements being sampled.
Prospective respondents were replaced only if an 
interview was refused or if a person was a noncustomer. 
Replacement was made by selecting a person passing on the 
same side of the center. The number of persons to skip 
before selecting a replacement was based on the estimated 
number of shoppers passing per hour. Thus, the number of 
persons skipped before selecting another person ranged from 
every second person at the neighborhood center to every 
tenth person at the regional center. If the newly selected 
person had already been interviewed or had refused 
previously, then the interviewer repeated the replacement 
process.
91
Customers were defined as persons who had made a
purchase at the particular test center on at least three
prior occasions. Children over the age of nine were included
in the survey, because of their discretionary spending power.
However, children below the approximate age of ten were
excluded because of their adequacy of personal vocabulary
development was questionable, and their ability to recognize
both the economic and social value of product offerings was 
39
doubtful.
A single six-day interview period was used, due to 
budget limitations. Each day of the week was represented, 
except Sunday, when the centers were closed. Hour of day 
and place of interviews within each time period were 
randomly set in advance.
Sample Size
The sample size for a survey can be based on results 
from a pretest and management tolerance for possible error. 
However, calculations based on such data assume that a 
random sample has been drawn from the population. The 
appropriateness of such an assumption is doubtful when 
applied to surveying at shopping centers. Consequently, 
sample size for this study was set in line with the objective
39
C. Glenn Walters and Gordon W. Paul, Consumer 
Behavior: An Integrated Framework (Homewood, 111inois: 
kichard I). Irwin, Inc., 1§70), pp. 433-434.
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of hypothesis testing, not parameter estimation.
Regional centers seem to be used as social centers,
40
in addition to centers for shopping. Therefore, heavy
seasonal shifts in the composition of shoppers may result
from such things as school vacation periods and national
holidays. Special events and changes in the business cycle
41
also seem to affect attendance. Identification of any
seasonal shifts in market behavior was outside the scope
of this study.
Sample size for this study was based on the number
of cells necessary for hypothesis testing, the number of
respondents required per cell, and monetary limitations.
A sample size of at least 45 respondents was desired from
both the neighborhood and the community centers. A size
of 45 was considered necessary to obtain demographic
classification cells containing at least 30 respondents.
A sample size of 30 respondents per classification cell
is widely considered to be about the minimum size necessary
42
to give the principle of randomization a chance to work.
40
Pierre Martineau, "Customers1 Shopping Center 
Habits Change Retailing," Editor & Publisher, XCVI 
(January-February , 1958), 47-55 .
4 i
Based on conversations with the manager of one 
center during July of 1975.
42
This view was indicated by Walter B. Wentz, 
Marketing Research: Management and Methods (New York: 
Harper and Row Publishers, 1972), pp. 139, 5 30, and 535.
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A larger sample size was desired from the regional 
center location so that different types of respondents 
could be tested for significant differences in preference. 
Because of its greater drawing power, the regional center 
was expected to provide a more heterogeneous group of 
respondents than would the other shopping centers.
Accordingly, the minimum sample size for the regional center 
was set at one hundred. This size was expected to provide 
a large enough number of respondents to permit analysis of 
differences among types of customers at the regional center 
and across all three centers.
An important consideration in determining sample 
size is the projected cost and budget limit. Daily expenses 
of interviewing were forecast at forty five dollars. The 
number of interviews conducted per day was expected to have 
little influence on survey costs. Fixed costs due to 
interviewing were forecast at $260, including travel expenses 
to and from Houston, evaluation, and solicitation of inter­
view sites, and child care. With an allowance of $6 00 for 
field interviewing, the duration of the interviewing period 
was limited to seven days. The rate of interview completion 
was limited to ten per hour, based on the the need for inter­
viewer contact with respondents. Response rate at the neigh­
borhood center was projected at a daily rate of thirty, based 
on results from the pretest at another neighborhood center.
As indicated below, the survey period was expected to yield at
94
least the desired sample size:
Minimum sample size desired:
Neighborhood center = 45 
Community center = 4 5 
Regional center = 10 0
Total size desired 190 
Projected sample size (with randomized time, day, 
and place):
Neighborhood center = 6 0
(2 days x 30 interviews on daily base)
Community center = 60
(2 days x 30 interviews on daily base)
Regional center = 2 00
(2 days x 10 hours x 10 interviews
per hour)________________________________ ___
Total size projected 320
Field Work
The questionnaire was administered by means of 
personal interviews. However, respondents did the marking
of response choices. Interviewing was carried out during
the month of July, 19 75. Cooperation of managers at all 
four shopping centers was contingent upon several guarantees 
Only two interviewers were to be used. Both interviewers 
were to be from outside the Houston area. Neither were to 
be associated with a research firm. Both were to be 
experienced interviewers so as not to offend customers.
The interviewers were to undertake the study for nonmonetary
95
reasons. Consequently, all field work was undertaken by this 
investigator and his wife.
Interviewers worked together to develop the procedure 
for administering the questionnaire. Experience was obtained 
from pretest interviews and from daily discussions of how to 
overcome difficulties that were encountered.
Both interviewers were equipped with a kit of 
materials:
1. Three sets of interviewer instructions.
2. A letter of identification from the school.
3. A clearance note from management of each survey
center.
4. A pack of 50 to 100 questionnaires.
5. A clip board.
6. Two pencils and one pen.
7. A street map of Houston, with test centers
marked.
8. A sketch of approved locations for interviewing 
at each shopping center.
The kits were replenished each night and completed 
questionnaires were gathered, counted, and visually inspected 
for irregularities. All editing was done prior to the next 




The three ideal shopping centers were judged on a 
seven point scale against seventeen bipolar semantic 
differential scales. To quantify the results of each scale, 
the scale intervals were numbered from one through seven, 
one representing the judgment on the left and seven repre­
senting the judgment on the right. The most favorable 
judgment generally appeared on the right and the least 
favorable on the left; however, some scales were reversed 
to discourage respondents from indiscriminantly answering 
with the same scale position on all semantic differential 
scales.
Only the scale categories of 1 through 7 were used 
in calculating mean and ordinal position. Other code numbers 
were used to specify types of image responses that did not 
fit into one of the Beven image response categories. For 
example, "no opinion" answers were coded as "8" and non­
response was indicated with a "0". Answers to other closed- 
ended questions were also assigned a value. Selection of 
the first choice is represented by the value of o n e ; two 
represents the second choice and so on.
Analysis of Image Variables
The measurements of image attributes were not combined 
to represent an underlying composite image. As indicated 
earlier in this chapter, 500 scales seemed relevant to the
9 7
concept of ideal shopping center and at least 66 scales 
seemed to discriminate an actual shopping center from one 
or more other retail establishments. Therefore, it was 
considered inappropriate to assume that scores on seventeen 
measurement scales would accurately reflect the evaluations 
and interrelationships among the entire set of image 
attributes.
Multivariate analysis of variance was considered
inappropriate, because the comparative importance of
attributes was unknown. The assumption of equal importance
of image attributes also seemed tenuous, because of
substantial increases in the rate of patronage of the
43regional shopping center during special events. Univariate 
analysis was used to test each hypothesis.
Factor analysis can sometimes be helpful in reducing 
the number of attributes needed to reflect an image. However, 
computer programs require one or more respondents per
44
variable to generate the matrix used in factor analysis.
Order of presentation within the matrix may conceal factors,
43
Based on statements made by the general manager of 
the regional shopping center in personal interviews during 
July of 1975.
44
Comments are based upon discussions with Sundarsam 
Swetharanyam, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Head of 
Computer Science, and David E. Powell, Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics at McNeese State University, Lake Charles, 
Louisiana, in May of 1975.
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even when ten or more respondents per variable are included.
Thus, factor analysis of measurements of 500 scales, such as
the ones developed for this study, would have required 500 to
5,000 respondents. Yet, the results may have been misleading




Scores on each image scale are reported in Chapter 4.
Each ideal concept was measured with the same set of image
attributes so as to enable comparison among concepts and 
among groups of respondents. The mean score on each image 
attribute scale was given for each center to show the 
direction rather than the magnitude of difference between 
concepts.
A nonparametric statistical test was used to evaluate 
the null hypotheses. Parametric tests were deemed inappro­
priate, because the scale intervals in this study may have 
been unequal, populations were abnormally distributed, and






This shift to the less stringent assumptions 
involved in the model of a nonparametric test is consistent 
with suggestions by Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of 
Behavioral Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
Inc. , 1964 ) , p p . 5T7-2 6 0 .
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The Kruskal-Wallis test used in this study was
considered applicable whenever two or more independent,
random samples are drawn and an ordinal level of measurement 
1+7is obtained. Its power efficiency is approximately 9 5 
48
per cent. Basically, the test involves a comparison of
the sums of rankings across samples when all scores on the
variable are ranked in a single series. The degree to which
the sums of ranks differ from what would be expected is
approximately equal to chi square, if each sample includes
49
more than five cases. A more detailed description of the 
test is given in Appendix C.
The test was used in this study to measure the 
differences in scores among the three ideal centers and 
among the types of respondents. The null hypothesis tested 
was that any difference in rank order is due to chance.
The null hypothesis was rejected if the two-tailed prob­
ability is equal to or less than .05. In other words, if 
there is more them a five per cent chance of an actual 
difference, then the discrepency is considered too large to 
be attributed to just chance alone. The difference is
47
Ibid. , p . 349.
48
Sidney Siegal, Nonparametric Statistics for the 
Behavioral Sciences (New Y o r k : McGraw-Hill Book C o . , Inc., 




considered significant. The rejection level is conservative 
in the sense that when nonparametric tests are used for 
analysis, actual differences are likely to be understated 
rather than overstated.
The selection of any statistical significance level
50
is based to some extent upon arbitrary judgment. However,
the ,05 and .01 levels are among the most frequently used by
investigators. The .05 and .01 levels correspond closely to
two and three standard deviations from the mean score of a
normal distribution of probable outcomes. The .01 level was
considered too stringent for this study, because differences
in results will too often be attributed to chance occurrence
alone when, in fact, other factors are affecting the
difference. For purposes of this study, the .05 level was
51
considered an adequate level of certainty.
Additional levels of significance are shown in this 
report so as to more closely reflect the extent of differ­
ences between the samples. Results of the Kruskal-Wallis
test only approximate the chi square values used as reference 
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points. Therefore, levels of probability shown in this
50
Ibid. , p. 154.
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This choice is consistent with selection criteria 
for social science research as indicated by Fred N. Kerlinger, 
Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 
and Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 154.
52
Ibid., p . 2 6 4.
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study should be viewed as approximations rather than as the 
exact levels of probabilities that were obtained.
Summary
The ideal shopping center as envisioned by respon­
dents may or may not be influenced by the diversity of 
personal experience with actual shopping centers of the 
neighborhood, community, and regional types. Houston, Texas 
was selected as the survey area in order to assure the 
possibility of exposure of respondents to a variety of actual 
shopping centers.
Four shopping centers within the city were selected 
as survey locations. Respondents at one center were used to 
pretest the interview questionnaire. Semantic differential 
scales were used for measurement of shopping center imagery. 
Repeat shoppers at the other three centers were asked to 
identify selected characteristics of what they considered 
to be an ideal shopping center of either the neighborhood, 
community, or regional size.
For purposes of hypothesis testing, the rate of 
sampling at each shopping center was designed to yield 
thirty or more respondents. Respondents were selected on 
a systematic basis. The interview period was limited to 
six d a y s , because of budget limitations.
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Ordinal results were abnormally distributed. Also, 
the skewedness of responses was not uniform across image 
scales. Therefore, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test 
was used to test the null hypotheses.
Chapter 4
DATA RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter is divided into two sections. First, 
selected characteristics of respondents are described and 
categories are identified for use in hypothesis testing. 
Second, measurements on the selected image attributes are 
reported in relation to the hypotheses specified in 
Chapter 1.
Selected Personal Characteristics 
of Respondents
This section identifies respondents according to 
selected characteristics: place of interview, age, sex, 
race, education, marital status, income, family life cycle, 
frequency of shopping, and frequency of visit to the survey 
center. Categories containing 30 or more respondents are 
identified for use in analysis of image differences. Results 
of the Kruskal-Wallis test are reported in the second section 
of this chapter.
Place of interview. The rate of response at each survey 
center exceeded thirty. The number of responses at the 
neighborhood, community, and regional center were 49, 66,
103
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and 106 respectively. Few questionnaires were incomplete, 
so all 221 were used for purposes of evaluating differences 
among types of ideal shopping center and types of customers.
A g e . Table 4.1 presents the results of classifying the 
respondents at each center into six age groups. Children 
over the age of nine were included in the survey, because 
of their discretionary spending power. However, children 
below the approximate age of ten were excluded because of 
their adequacy of personal vocabulary development was 
questionable, and their ability to recognize both the
1
economic and social value of product offerings was doubtful.
Few of the respondents were between 10 and 18 years 
of age or over 49. Consequently, testing for differences 
in image desires according to age was restricted to 
respondents in three categories: under 25, 25 to 35, and 
at least 35 years of age.
Each of the three age categories at both the neigh­
borhood and community center contained fewer than thirty 
respondents. However, at the regional center all three age 
categories contained more than thirty respondents. There­
fore, statistical analysis was limited to differences in 
image characteristics among the three groups that evaluated
1
C. Glenn Walters and Gordon W. Paul, Consumer 
Behavior: An Integrated Framework (Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970), pp. 433-434.
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the ideal regional shopping center.
Table 4.1 
Age of Respondents




' # " h
Regional 
% '
Under 18 years 1 2 11 17 12 111
18 to 25 years 11 22 15 23 28 27
25 to 35 years 14 29 16 24 34 32
35 to 50 years 9 18 18 27 ~22 " 21
50 to 65 years 13 27 6 9 6 6
65 years and over 1 2 0 0 3 3
Total 49 100% 66 100% 105* 100%
*The age of one respondent was not determined at the 
time of interviewing.
Sex. Table 4.2 presents data about the sex of the respondents. 
Females accounted for more than 30 respondents at each survey 
center. The number of males surveyed at each shopping center 
was less than 30. Therefore* differences in ideal images 
between men and women were not tested for significance.
Sample size was adequate to test for significant differences 




Respondents at Survey Centers 
Sex of Respondent Neighborhood Communiry Regional
§ 5 # % # %
Female
Male
[.HA 94 ISP. II) [82 77]
6 9 24 23
Total 49 100% 66 100% 106 100%
Race. Table 4.3 indicates the racial composition of the 
three subsamples. The number of non-white respondents was 
so small that blacks, orientals, and Spanish Americans were 
combined to form one group. However, the number in the 
nonwhite category at each center was still deemed too small 
for statistical analysis of image differences that might 
exist among races. The number of whites surveyed at each 
center exceeded 30. Thus, sample size was considered 
adequate to test for image differences among types of 
shopping centers desired by white respondents.
Education. Table 4.4 describes the education of respondents. 
Most of the respondents at each center had attended college. 
The number of respondents in five of the six groups was not 
considered sufficiently large for analysis. Therefore, the 
respondents at each center were recombined to form two groups 




Respondents at Survey Centers




White 39 sol I 54 82J [93 8_6j
Non-White 10 20 12 18 13 12
Total 49 100% 66 100% 106 100%
with no college education. There were enough respondents 
with some college eudcation for an analysis of difference 
to be made between the evaluations of the ideal regional 
and the ideal community center. Both the college and non­
college categories contained enough respondents at the 
regional center for image comparisons to be made.
Marital status. Table *1.5 presents the results of class­
ifying the respondents into four marital status groups.
Only the married category contained more than 30 respondents 
at any one center. Respondents classified as single, 
separated, divorced, widow or widower were too few in number 
at all centers for the testing of image differences across 





Respondents at Survey Centers 
ighborhood Community Regional■r - - r r-
Some elementary 
school 0 0 2 3 0 0
Graduated elementary 
school 0 0 2 3 2 2
Some high school 6 12 7 11 14 13
Graduated high 
school 21 44 17 26 23 22
Some college 12 25 23 35 41 39




* 100% 66 100%^ 105* 100%
*Two respondents refused to answer the education 
question, one at the neighborhood center and one at the 
regional center.
^Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding.
Family life cycle. Table 4.6 shows the classification of 
respondents into approximate stages of the family life 
cycle. Married women were assumed to be of the same age 
category as the head of the household. The classification 
system was based on a combination of age, marital status, 
and number of children. The breakdown was similar to others
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Table 4.5
Marital Status of Respondents









Single 2 4 19 29 27 26
Married 39 81 | 42 64 17 2 68|
Separated or 
Divorced 4 8 3 5 5 5
Widow or Widower 3 6 2 3 2 2
Total 48* 100%^ 66 100%/ 106 100%^
*0ne respondent did not answer the question.
^Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding.
2
that have been used in consumer behavior research.
A young person was defined as a respondent under 
age 35. An older person was defined as a respondent at 
least 35 years of age. A single person was defined as a 
respondent that is not married, widowed, divorced, or 
separated. A person with children was defined as a respon­
dent with one or more children under the age of 21.
2
Rora J. Markin, Jr., Consumer Behavior (New York: 
Macmillan Publishing Co. , Inc. , 19*74} , p. PT9T
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Table >4.6
Family Life Cycle Stage of Respondents*
Family Life Respondents at !Survey Centers





Young, single 2 H 19 31 25 25
Young, married, 
no children 4 9 5 8 21 21
Young, married, 
children 18 H3 13 21 25 25
Older, married, 
children 5 12 19 31 14 14
Older, married, 
no children 12 29 H 6 11 11
Older, single 0 0 0 0 2 2
Total HI 100%^ 60 100%^ 98 100%^
*Excludes persons who did not answer either the age 
or marital status question and persons who were separated, 
divorced, or widowed.
^Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding.
The sample at each center includes less than 30 
persons in the three older stages combined. Young, single 
persons were considered to be under different economic 
pressure than the two young married categories, so 
categories of young persons were not combined for analysis. 
No one category of young respondents contained 30 or more
Ill
subjects. Therefore, statistical analysis of image differ­
ences based on family life cycle was not deemed appropriate.
Income. Table **.7 represents the income level of respondents. 
Persons under 18 years of age were excluded from considera­
tion, because family income information seemed to be unknown 
to most of the children in the age category of under 18. 
Sixteen of the twenty respondents in the less than $5,000 
category were unmarried and under the age of 25. Persons 
with such characteristics are either self supporting or 
largely supported by the income of parents. Given the 
unknown nature of income source, respondents in the under 
$5,000 income category were excluded from image comparisons 
among income groups. The disproportionately small number 
of respondents in the under $5,000 income category was 
attributed to the fact that each survey center was located 
in either a middle or upper income area of Houston.
The neighborhood center respondents were too few in 
number for respondents to be divided into 2 or more groups 
of 30 respondents each. Development of even one group of 
at least 30 persons at either the neighborhood or community 
center would have required the inclusion of people in the 
$10,000 to $15,000 category. Since that category accounted 
for a large percentage of the intermediate responses at 
both centers, it was assumed that differences in extreme 
income groups would be suppressed rather than disclosed.
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Therefore, analysis of differences was limited to regional 
center image scores , where the proportion of respondents 
in the middle income categories was less. The regional 
center image was evaluated by enough respondents to permit 
comparison of image evaluations of persons with income 
between $5,000 and $15,000 to those with income of at least 
$15 ,000.
Table 4.7
Family Income of Respondents Over 
Seventeen Years of Age
Respondents at Survey Centers 
Income Neighborhood Community Regionar ? 3 § %
Less than $5,000 3 7 7 13 10 11
$ 5,000 - 7,999 6 13 2 4 8 9!
$ 8,000 - 9,999 1 2 7 13 5 5
$10,000 - 14,999 13 28 16 30 18 _19j
$15 ,000 - 19,999 14 30 6 11 22 24
$20 ,000 and over 9 20 15 28 30 32
Total 46* 100% 53* 100%* 93* 100%
*Figures exclude four respondents who did not answer 
the income question, two at the neighborhood center and two 
at the community center.
^Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding.
^Figure excludes one respondent whose age was not 
determined.
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Frequency of shopping. Table 4.8 indicates the frequency of 
shopping outside the home by respondents. Consideration was 
not given to the reasons for shopping, the products sought, 
or the place of patronage. For purposes of analysis, the 
respondents that went out shopping less than five times 
per month were classified as infrequent shoppers; respon­
dents that went out shopping at least five times per month 
were classified as frequent shoppers.
Table 4.B
Frequency of Shopping Outside the Home




% r  T
1 - 4 17 35 20 31 43' 30]
5 - 8 9 19 12 19 36 34
Over 8 22 46 32 50 _2 6 25
Total 49* 10 0% 64* 100% 105* 100%/
*Four respondents did not answer the question, two 
at the community center, one at the neighborhood center, 
and one at the regional center.
^Percentages may not total to one hundred due to 
rounding.
More than thirty respondents at each center reported 
their shopping frequency away from home as five or more 
times per month. Therefore, an analysis of differences
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across the three centers was deemed practical for frequent 
shoppers. The frequency of responses also enabled an 
analysis of differences between frequent and infrequent 
shoppers surveyed at the regional center.
Frequency of visit. Table 4.9 describes the frequency of 
visit by respondents to the center where they were inter­
viewed. No question was asked concerning the nature or 
place of employment. Therefore, employees and nonemployees 
of shopping centers are not identifiable directly. The 
assumption was made that persons who averaged twenty or 
more visits to a center per month were full-time employees 
of it. Persons who averaged eight to sixteen visits per 
month were assumed to be part-time employees at the center. 
Persons who visited the survey center less than eight times 
per month were assumed to be nonemployees and were included 
for purposes of analysis.
The respondents were classified as infrequent 
visitors if their rate of visit to the survey center was 
typically less than four times a month. Respondents in 
the category of four to eight visits per month were 
classified as frequent visitors.
Over thirty respondents at both the community and 
regional center were classified as infrequent shoppers. 
Visitors to the regional center numbered more than thirty 
respondents in both the frequent visit category and in the
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infrequent category. Therefore, an analysis of image 
differences was made between the frequent and infrequent 
categories at the regional center and between the infre­
quent categories at the regional and community center.
Table 4.9
Frequency of Visit to the Survey Center
Frequency of Visit Respondents at Survey Centers_____
(Average per month) Neighborhood Community Regional' r~m i—  "ir \ r \
Less than 4 29 59 13 6 5 5j [6 2__ 58]
4 to 8 11 22 13 20 [30 28]
8 to 16 6 12 10 15 11 10
16 to 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 or more 3 6 7 11 3 3
Total 49 100%* 66 100%* 106 100%*
*Percentages may not equal one hundred due to 
rounding.
Tests of Hypotheses
This section presents the results of the Xruskal- 
Wallis test, which was used to evaluate the null hypotheses 
stated in Chapter 1. For purposes of this study, image 
evaluations were limited to seventeen characteristics of 
three ideal shopping centers. Image differences at or 
beyond the .05 level were deemed significant, resulting
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in rejection of the null hypothesis. Hypothesis testing 
was limited to categories of shoppers which contained at 
least thirty respondents* as identified in the preceding 
section.
The image that customers want of a shopping center 
was termed the "ideal". Customers have some ideal toward 
which they would like to move. Other things held constant, 
if a market offering is perceived as being close to what is 
desired by a prospective customer, then a purchase is more 
likely than if the ideal is far from the perceived charac­
teristics of the offering. The mental position of a product
3
is an important determinant of consumptive behavior.
Image evaluations were limited to ideal character­
istics of planned shopping centers. Respondents were 
instructed to identify what they considered to be the 
characteristics of a perfect, ideal shopping center. As 
indicated in Table 4.10, the pattern of response on most 
of the image measurement scales used in this study was 
contrary to what would have been expected if shoppers had 
evaluated either the survey center at which they were 
interviewed or the typical shopping center with which they 
were familiar. Evaluations of expected characteristics
3
Yoram Wind, "A New Procedure for Concept Evalua­
tion," Journal of Marketing, XXXVII (October, 1973), 2-11.
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and actual characteristics of shopping centers were beyond 
the scope of this study.
Table 4.10





Number of Scales on Which Responses 





AThe total number of image scales considered is 
seventeen.
Hypothesis one. The first null hypothesis is related to 
the evaluations made by respondents concerning seventeen 
selected ideal characteristics of planned shopping centers. 
The generalization was tested that image differences across 
types of ideal shopping center are small enough to be 
attributed solely to chance occurrence.
1HQ; No significant difference exists between 
the image elements preferred by customers 
of any shopping center and the image 
elements preferred by customers of any 
other type of shopping center.
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Based on the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, 
the probability was less than .05 that respondents evaluating 
the three ideal images were from the same population, given 
the differences in their responses to one or more of the 
image evaluation scales. Therefore, the first null 
hypothesis was rejected. In other words, there was a 
significant difference among one or more ideal image 
attributes of the three shopping centers considered. 
Evaluations of ideal shopping centers sometimes did differ 
significantly across types of ideal shopping center.
The results of this test are shown graphically in 
Figure 4.1. The significance levels for the chi square 
scores are shown in the column at the extreme right. Three 
of the seventeen scales show a significant difference beyond 
the .05 level: 1) Number of stores; 2) Amount of walking 
between stores; and 3) Frequency of public entertainment.
Respondents indicated a preference for more walking 
between stores, more stores, and more frequent public 
entertainment at the ideal regional center in comparison to 
the other two ideal centers. Such findings are consistent 
with those of Martineau who reported that consumers used 
regional centers as a social gathering place as well as a 
place for shopping.4
4
Pierre Martineau, "Customers Shopping Center Habits 
Change Retailing," Editor S Publisher, XCVI (October 26, 
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Dirty Looking > .05
Few Stores d .00 1
Much Walking 
Between Stores ( .001
Small Variety 
of Products >.30
Uncrowded > . SO
Few Services ^ . 70
Narrow Choice 
of Price Levels >.70
Upsetting >. 30
Little Parking >.50
Low Values for 




of Store Types > . 30
Hard to Park 
Illegally 30
Poor Place to 
do all Shopping >. 0 5
Few Hours Open >.30





Respondents' Evaluatione of the Ideal Shopping 








Insignificant differences were obtained among the 
ideal shopping centers on the other fourteen attributes 
considered. In other words, the differences on attributes, 
such as product variety and opportunity for one-stop 
shopping, were not significant at the .05 level. The 
variances were attributed to chance occurrence.
Many respondents rated an ideal center at less than 
the maximum possible on one or more attribute scales, such 
as variety of price lines and number of services offered.
The mean score of each attribute is indicated in Table 
*+.11. The scores were used to represent the direction of 
differences rather than the magnitude of differences, for 
the reasons discussed in Chapter 3. Many customers were 
not extreme in their evaluations of "ideal" shopping center 
characteristics.
Statistical support was given to the first research 
hypothesis that a significant difference exists between 
the image elements preferred by customers of some shopping 
center and the image elements preferred by customers of 
some other type of shopping center. However, differences 
among ideal shopping centers may be due to differences in 
what people desire from different types of shopping centers, 
differences among types of people surveyed, or differences 
among types of shopping centers and types of people.
Table u.il
Respondents' Evaluations of the Ideal Shopping 
Center According to Type of Center Considered
Image
Attributes
Mean Score of Responses
Considered
Neighborhood Community Regional
Clean Looking 1.2 1. 3 1.2
Many Stores 2 .u 2 .U 1.6
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2.0 1.6 2 . u
Large Variety 
of Products 1.3 1.5 l.u
Crowded 5.2 U. 5 u . 5
Many Services 2.2 1.9 1.9
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2.1 2.2 2 . 0
Relaxing 1.5 1. 8 1.6
Much Parking l.u 1.5 l.u
High Values for 
Money Spent 1.7 1.7 1.8
Many Places 
to Eat 3. 0 3.3 3.1
Large Variety 
of Store Types 2.1 i. a 1.6
Easy to Park 
11legally 5.2 5.0 u . a
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1. 3 1.5 1.7
Man y Hours Open 1.6 1.6 1.6
Short Time to 
get There l.u 1.6 1.6
Frequent Public 
Entertainment 3.3 U.O 3 . 1
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The Kruskal-Wallis test was again used to help 
clarify the relationships among types of shoppers, types 
of shopping centers* and ideal attribute scores. The 
differences among types of customers were considered in 
the second hypothesis. Differences among types of shopping 
centers were considered in the third hypothesis. Hypothesis 
testing was again limited to classification cells identified 
in the first part of this chapter which contained at least 
30 respondents.
Hypothesis two. The second hypothesis probed the issue of 
differences in image attributes among various types of 
respondents.
2H0 : No significant difference exists between
the image elements preferred by some type 
of customers of any regional shopping 
center and the image elements preferred 
by some other type of customer of the 
regional center.
The number of respondents per classification cate­
gory was deemed sufficient for the second null hypothesis 
to be tested on the bases of age, education, income, 
frequency of shopping outside the home, and frequency of 
visit to the regional shopping center where interviewed.
The second null hypothesis was not supported. Significant 
differences existed between some types of customers of the
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regional center as to several of the image elements desired 
of the regional shopping center.
Age was considered as a variable that might affect 
image preferences. As indicated in Table 4.12, the over 
3 5 age group seemed to prefer the regional center to be 
open fewer hours than did respondents in the 2 5 to 35 age 
category. The direction of difference was unexpected, 
because the 2 5 to 35 age group was thought to have less 
free time than younger and older people. However, the 
statistical difference was due to the configuration of 
responses. All respondents favored the ideal regional 
center being open many hours.
Since results differed significantly on the number 
of hours open, the second null hypothesis was rejected.
The results of analysis are displayed graphically in Figure 
4.2. The most obvious implication regarding future research 
and management action was that more age categories should 
be considered in relation to preferences for various 
features of a shopping center. Additional differences in 
preference may have been hidden by the use of large upper 
and lower age categories for data classification and 
analysis. It was also possible that no significant differ­
ence actually existed. Results of any one test may be 
invalid. Therefore, replication of the survey is worthy of 
consideration. If results of the survey were not invalid, 
then one is faced with the question of whether or not
Table 4.12
Evaluations of the Ideal Regional Shopping Center 
According to the Age of Respondents
Image
Attributes
Mean Score Per Age Group
Considered
L’nder 2 5 25 to 35 35 and over
Clean Looking 1.3 1.2 1.2
Many Stores 1.6 1.6 1.6
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2.1 2 . 7 2 . 7
Large Variety 
of Products 1.5 1 . 4 1. 5
Crowded 4 . 3 4. 3 3 . 7
Many Services 1.7 2 . 2 2.0
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2.0 2.2 2 . 0
Relaxing 1.6 1.5 1.7
Much Parking 1.2 1.3 1.6
High Values for 
Money Spent 2.1 1.6 1.6
Many Places 
to Eat 3.2 3.0 3.1
Large Variety 
of Store Types 1.5 1.7 1.7
Easy to Park 
Illegally 4.6 5.0 5 . 2
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.6 1.8 1.6
Many Hours Open 1.6 1.4 2.0
Short Time to 
get There 1.6 1.7 1. 7
Frequent Public 
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to Eat >.9 9
Small Variety
of Store Types ''.5 0
Hard to Park 
Illegally >- 70
Poor Place to
do all Shopping >.60
Few Hours Open (.0 2
Long Time to
get There >.9 9
Infrequent Public
Ente rtainment >.S 2
Figure k.2
Evaluations of the Ideal Regional Shopping Center
According to the Age of Respondents
Under 2 5   25 to 35 xxx 35 and over
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preferences change with age or differ among generations of 
shoppers.
Education has often been treated as a possible base 
on which to segment markets. Therefore, the relationships 
between the formal education of respondents and their 
evaluations of the ideal regional shopping center were 
considered in this study. Although six categories of 
educational achievement were identified earlier in this 
chapter, only two classification cellB contained enough 
respondents for testing the second null hypothesis : persons 
at the regional center with some college education and 
persons at the regional center with no college education.
Evaluations on three image attributes were 
significantly different between educational groups: degree 
of crowding, value for the money spent, and ease of parking 
illegally. The mean scores for both educational groups 
are shown in Table 4.13. The significance of differences 
between educational categories are shown graphically in 
Figure 4.3. The college educated category, compared to 
persons without any college education, favored less 
crowding, higher values for money spent, and greater 
difficulty involved in trying to park illegally. The 
second research hypothesis was again supported.
Whether or not highly educated persons were more 
socially responsible in what they desired from shopping 
centers was a moot issue. Such persons are expected to
Tabla 4.13
Ev a l u a t i o n s  of the Ideal Reg ion al Sho ppi ng Cen t e r  
A c c o r d i n g  to the E d u c a t i o n a l  Attainm ent  
of Res pon den ts
Image Mean Score Per E d u c a t i o n a l  Group
A t t r i b u t e s  __________________________________________
Cons ide red
No College Some College
Cl ean  Looking 1. 3 1 h » L
M a n y  Stores 1.7 1 . 5
Little W a l k i n g  
Between Stores 2.1 2 . 7
Large Variety 
of Produ cts l.u 1.6
Cr o w d e d 4.0 4 . 8
Many Services 1 . 8 2.0
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 1.9 2.1
R e l a x i n g 1.7 1.7
Much Parkin g 1 . 6 1.4
High Values for 
M o n e y  Spent 2 . 4 1.5
Ma n y  Places
to Eat 3.1 3.1
Large Variety 
of Store Types 1.6 1.7
Easy to Park 
Illeg all y 4.1 S . 3
Good Place to 
do all Sho p p i n g 1.5 1.7
Many Ho urs  Open 1. 9 1.5
Sh ort  Time to 
get There 1.7 1.6
Fr equ ent  Public 
En t e r t a i n m e n t 3.1 3 . 2
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Image Pro b a b i l i t y
A ttr ibu tes  M e a n  Scores of True Hull
Co n s i d e r e d T  5 3 U 5 6 7 H y p o t h e s  is
C le an Looking
\ ............. Oirty Looking > .10
Man y Stores • \ ........... Few Stores > .50
Little W a l k i n g \ Muc h W a l k i n gB e tw een  Stores . i ,........ Betwe en Stores > .OS
Large Variet y
it 
• r Small Variety
of Products of Products s .50
Crowde d . . . H , -  ■ ■ Un c r owd ed < .02
Many Ser vices Few Services >. 30
Wide Choice r Har row  Choice
of Price Levels ■ * ...........
t• /.............
of Price Levels >.50
Re 1 ax In g Upsett ing > . 30
Much Parking
A
............. Little Parki ng > . 20
H igh Values for
* ■.
Low Values for
M o n e y  Spent • * * \ ........... Mo n e y  Spent < .02
M any Places \ Few Placesto Eat \/ to Eat > . 80
Large V a r i e t y  
of Store Types
Small Variety 
of Store Types > . 80
Eas y to Park Ha r d  to Park
Il l e g a l l y . . . y . , .  .
x 4





do all S hop p i n g do all S hop pin g ’ .50
Many Hours Open A■ ........... Few Hours Open > .05
Short Time to
*f
k Long Time to
get There " V ........... get There '’.10
Freq uen t Public a K. In fre que nt PublicE n t e r t a i n m e n t E n t e r t a i n m e n t >.50
Figure k,3
E v a l u a t i o n s  of the Ideal Regional S hop p i n g  Center 
A c c o r d i n g  to the E d u c a t ion al A t t ain men t 
of Resp ond ent s
  No college xxx Some college
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perform in a socially responsible manner, or at least to 
say that they do. Respondents were observed on some 
occasions to park illegally, even though they reported 
favoring actions to discourage such behavior.
People who have different incomes often have been 
assumed to behave differently in the marketplace. If so, 
then such differences may be reflected by what they desire 
from a shopping center. Only two income categories con­
tained a sufficient number of respondents to test the second 
null hypothesis in relation to family income of respondents.
The second research hypothesis was again supported. 
Figure 4.4 shows the significance of differences in rank 
between respondents in the $5,000 to $15,000 category and 
those in the $15,000 or more category. Children under 
eighteen years of age were excluded from the analysis due 
to uncertainty concerning their knowledge of family income. 
Table 4.14 shows the mean scores for both income groups on 
each image attribute included in the survey. The image 
evaluations by two income categories were significantly 
different on the attributes of cleanliness and distance 
among stores within the shopping center.
All respondents in both income categories indicated 
a preference for clean stores. However, respondents in 
the higher income group more often selected the most extreme 
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Evaluations of the Ideal Regional Shopping Center
in Relation to Income of Respondents*
♦Respondents under ei ghteen years of age are excluded.
  $5 , 000  t o  SIS ,000 xxx SIS,000 and over
Table . 1 U
Evaluations of tha Ideal Regional Shopping Center 
in Relation to Income of Respondents*
Image
Attributes






Clean Looking 1.3 1.1
Man y Stores 1.6 1.6
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2 . 0 2 . B
Large Variety 
of Products l.u 1.4
Crowded 4 . B 4 . S
Man y Services 2 .1 1.9
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2 . 2 2 .1
Relaxing 1.6 i. e
Much  Parking 1.7 1 . 5
High Values for 
M oney Spent 2 . 3 1. 6
Many Places 
to Eat 3.4 3 . 0
Large Variety 
of Store Types 1.5 1 . 7
Easy  to Park 
Illegally S .0 4.9
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.9 1.6
Many Hours Open i. e 1.5
Short Time to 
get There 1 . 5 1.7
Frequent Public 
Entertainment 3.2 3 . 4
^Respondents under ei ghteen years of age are not 
i n c l u d e d .
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difference was comparable with two alternative views :
1) that higher income people prefer cleaner shopping areas, 
and 2) that higher income people are more careful than are 
lower income people to screen views for social acceptability 
before reporting them to interviewers. However, the 
insignificant difference between the two income groups on 
desire for easy illegal parking did not support the view 
that response difference between groups was due to a 
difference in tendency towards social conformity or use of 
response scales rather than in personal desire for 
cleanliness.
Respondents in the high income category were less 
extreme than the low income group in their expression of 
preference for stores being close together. The difference 
may have reflected less concern by the high income group 
concerning travel time among locations within a trade area 
or more concern over the opportunity to use shopping trips 
for both social and economic purposes. The insignificant 
difference between the two income groups on frequency of 
public entertainment did not support the view that a high 
income group has a greater interest in entertainment than 
does a low income group. However, respondents may have had 
different outlooks toward formally organized entertainment 
and self-entertainment through social interaction.
Intuitively, it seemed that the more often persons 
shop outside the home the more they would use the activity
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of shopping for social purposes in addition to or instead 
of economic purposes. Therefore, it was expected that 
frequent shoppers would rate the ideal shopping center more 
extremely on social variables than would the infrequent 
shoppers. Two selected image variables were considered to 
be much more of a social than of an economic nature: Cl) 
relaxation and (2) frequency of public entertainment.
Responses on the two socially oriented image scales were 
analyzed with respect to persons who go out shopping no 
more than four times per month and people who shop outside 
the home at least five times in a typical month.
Differences on the characteristics of relaxation 
and frequency of public entertainment were in an unexpected 
direction, but the extent of both differences was not 
significant. Results of the comparison are shown in Table 
U.1S and illustrated in Figure U.S. The groups of less 
frequent shoppers did not seem to prefer either a more 
relaxing environment or more frequent public entertainment.
The differences between the groups on the two socially 
oriented image variables were attributed to chance occurrence.
The difference between infrequent and frequent 
shoppers was significant on the image attribute of number 
of hours open. Therefore, the second null hypothesis was 
again rejected. The meaningfulness of such a finding is 
questionable, because some respondents did not favor many 
hours. A different segmentation base may have been more
Table 4.15
Evaluations of the Ideal Regional Shopping Center in 
Relation to Frequency of Shopping Outside the Home
Image
Mean Score Per Shopping Frequency Croup
Attributes
Considered 4 or  less times 5 or more times 
per month per month
Clean Looking 1. 3 1. 2
Many Stores 1.5 1.5
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2.3 2 .6
Large Variety
of Products 1.5 1.4
Crowded 4 . 7 4 . 5
M any Services 1.9 2.0
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2.2 2.0
Relaxing 1.6 1.0
Much Parking 1.5 1.4
High Values for 
Money Spent 1.7 1.9
Many Places 
to Eat 3.1 3 . 2
Large Variety 
of Store Types 1.7 1.5
Easy to Park 
Illegally 5 .4 4.5
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.5 1.6
Many Hours Open 1. 4 1. 8
Short Time to 
get There 1.6 1.5
Frequent Public 
En tertainment 3.1 3.2
Image
At tributes Mean Scores
C o n s i d e r e d  I  3 3 5 5 5 7
Prob ab i 1 i t y
of True Null
Hypothea ia
C le an looking
Man y Stores
Little W a lk ing  
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Few Stores > . 00
Much W a l k i n g
Betwe en Stores >.2C
Small Variety 
of Products -.70
L'n crow ded  >.30
Few S ervices >,80
Narr ow Choice
of Price Levels >.0 0
Up s e t t i n g  >.30






of Store Types >.5 0
H a r d  to Park
Illeg all y '-.05
Poor Place to
do all Sho p p i n g  >.13
Few Hours Cpen I .32
Long Time to
get There > . 70
I nf req uen t Public 
E n t e r t a i n m e n t  >.50
Figure 4.5
E v a l u a t i o n s  of the Ideal Regional Sh opp ing  Ce nte r A ccording 
to F requency o f  Shoppi ng 0ut3ide the Home
4 o r  less times 
per month
xxx 5 or more times 
pe r men t h
1 3 6
realistic in identifying the customers according to benefits 
desired. It seemed that frequency of shopping had little, 
if any, relationship to the image elements attributed to 
the ideal shopping center.
The satisfaction derived from a market choice can
be enhanced by aligning the ideal and actual images of the 
5
choice made. Therefore, frequent and infrequent visitors 
to a shopping center were expected to differ in the image 
elements attributed to an ideal shopping center. Frequent 
users of the actual regional shopping center were expected 
to have moved the ideal toward the actual image and 
infrequent users were expected to have moved the ideal away 
from the actual image, resulting in the ideal image being 
pulled in opposite directions.
Frequent and infrequent visitors to the actual 
regional center differed significantly on their desires 
concerning two characteristics of an ideal regional shopping 
center. The frequent visitors reported a desire for more 
services and greater choice in price levels. The same two 
significant differences emerged when frequent visiting 
was defined as 4 to 16 times a month and again when the 
frequent class was defined as 4 to 8 times a month, so as 
to eliminate employees.
5
Joe Kent Kerby, Consumer Behavior (New York: Dun- 
Donnelley Publishing Company, 19 75 ), pp’. T80-182 .
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The mean scores on each image variable for the two 
groups are shown in Table 4.16. The significance of 
differences between the two groups of patrons is shown in 
Figure 4.6. The second research hypothesis was again 
accepted.
Although most respondents in both categories 
expressed a preference for a wide choice of price lines 
and services, some respondents in the infrequent visit group 
expressed a desire for a narrow choice. Such a pattern of 
results might have resulted if some persons felt over­
whelmed by the many alternatives from which to choose at a 
regional center as compared to fewer alternatives available 
at smaller shopping centers. However, the preference of 
some respondents away from having an abundance of prices 
and services from which to pick did not carry over to 
evaluations of other image attributes, such as the extent 
of choice among products, stores, and store types.
Frequent and infrequent patrons of the actual 
regional center did not differ significantly in their ratings 
on the amount of time required to get to the ideal regional 
center. However, the attribute scale dealt with the time 
taken in an evaluative sense. Whether or not quantification 
of travel time would have indicated different results was 
unknown.
Table 4.16
Evaluations of the Ideal Regional Shopping Center in 
Relation to Frequency of Visit to Center
Mean Score Per Visit Frequency Group
Image _______________________________________________
Attributes
Considered Leas Than 4 Times 4 to 16 Times
Per Month Per Month
Clean Looking 1.3 1.2
Many Stores 1.6 1.6
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2.4 2.7
Large Variety 
of Products 1.5 1.4
Crowded 4.9 4 . 8
Many Services 2 . 2 1.6
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2.4 1.6
Relaxing 1.6 1. 8
Much Parking l.S 1.4
High Values for 
M oney Spent 1.9 ' 7
Many Places 
to Eat 3.1 3.3
Large Variety 
of Store Types 1.6 1 . 7
Easy to Park 
Illegally 4 . 9 5.0
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.6 1.8
Many Hours Open 1. 6 1 . 7
Short Time to 
get There 1 . 8 1.4
Frequent Public 
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Hypothesis three. The third null hypothesis deals with the 
issue of attribute evaluation across different types of 
ideal shopping center by persons of the same type.
3H0 : No significant difference exists between
the image elements preferred by any type 
of customers of a shopping center and the 
image elements preferred by the same type 
of customers from any other shopping 
center.
Six categories of respondents were used to test the 
third null hypothesis: females, whites, college educated, 
married, frequent shoppers outside the home, and infrequent 
visitors to the shopping center where interviewed. Other 
categories of respondents were either beyond the scope of 
this study or contained too few respondents to serve as a 
base for comparison. The second null hypothesis was not 
supported. Significant differences existed between some 
shopping centers as to several of the image elements desired
by the same type of customers.
Even though the survey dealt with both men and women, 
few men were interviewed. Most shoppers at all three 
centers appeared to be female. Of the 221 persons surveyed,
3 3 were male and 138 were female. Nearly all men inter­
viewed were contacted at the regional shopping center. 
Differences among ideal image attributes of the shopping 
centers considered in relation to the first hypothesis may
141
have resulted from differences in the proportion of men 
included in each of the three subsamples. However, results 
of the Kruskal-Wallis test also indicated significant 
differences in image attributes among the ideal shopping 
centers when only female respondents were considered. The 
mean score of responses on each image attribute for each 
shopping center is shown in Table 4.17 and illustrated in 
Figure 4.7, The third null hypothesis was rejected.
Preferences were significantly different on five 
image attributes. Women seemed to prefer more stores and 
more walking among stores at the regional center than at 
the other two shopping centers. The ideal neighborhood 
center was rated as cleanest and least crowded. Unexpect­
edly, the community center was rated as having less frequent 
public entertainment than the other two ideal centers. 
Although the mean scores on some of the other twelve 
attributes were far apart, such as on choice of price levels 
and store types, the differences in rank order were not 
significant.
The ideal community shopping center was generally 
evaluated somewhere between the neighborhood and regional 
center ideals. However, as indicated in Table 4.17, the 
mean score of evaluations for the ideal community shopping 
center were not between the mean for the ideal regional 
shopping center and the mean for the ideal neighborhood 
shopping center on seven of the seventeen characteristics*
Table 4.17
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers 
According to Female Respondents
Mean Score of Responses
Image ________________________________________________
Attributes
Considered Neig hbo rho od Community Regional
Clean Looking 1.1 1.3 1. 3
Many Stores 2.5 2 . S 1 . 5
Little Walking 
Between Stores 1.9 1.7 2 . 4
Large Variety 
of Products 1.4 1.5 1. 3
Crowded S . 3 4.5 4 . 5
Many Services 2.2 1.9 1.9
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2.1 2.3 1.9
Relaxing l.S 1.7 1. 7
Much Parking 1.4 1.6 l.S
High Values for 
Money Spent 1.7 1. 8 1.7
Many Places 
to Eat 3.7 3 . 3 3 . 2
Large Variety 
of Store Types 2.1 1.9 1.7
Easy to Park 
Illegally S . 2 5 . 0 4.8
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.3 1.5 1 . S
Many Hours Open 1.6 1.2 1.6
Short Time to 
get There 1.4 1.6 1.6
Frequent Public 
Entertainment 3.2 4,0 3 . 2
Image
Attributes Mean Scores




Clean Looking • v .......... Dirty Looking t .OS








of Products > . SO
Crowded Uncrowded < .05
Many Services . m f . - • • Few Services > .95
Wide Choice 
of Price Levels ■ • • •
Narrow Choice 




Much Parking Little Parking >.70
High Values for 
Money Spent x.... Low Values for Money Spent >. 30
Man y Places 
to Eat
V•a'i\dfc ’, * Few Placesto Eat S. 30
Large Variety 
of Store Types
Easy to Park 
Illegally
f
' " V .  ■ ■ • 
. .  : > .
Small Variety 
of Store Types
Hard to Park 
Illegally
>.20 
5 . S 0
Good Place to 
do all Shopping
y.s.... Poor Place to do all Shopping >.30
M any Hours Open \ Few Hours Open >. 30
Short Time to 
get There !
Long Time to 
get There >.20
Frequent Public 
Entertainment .X.. Infrequent Public Entertainment < .OS
Figure 4,7
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers








Since different respondents were used to evaluate charac­
teristics of the three ideal shopping centers, more 
research is needed to support or refute the contention that 
ideal attributes of neighborhood and regional shopping 
centers are more extreme than for ideal community shopping 
centers.
Race was a factor which was often thought to 
influence the images held by consumers. If race did affect 
the evaluations made by respondents in this study, then 
significant differences that occurred in relation to the 
first hypothesis might have resulted from differences in the 
percentage of nonwhites evaluating the three ideal centers.
To adjust for such a possibility, differences among the 
three centers were recalculated using only white respondents.
Four of the comparisons among the ideal image attri­
butes resulted in differences that were significant. Table 
4.18 presents the mean score of evaluations on each image 
attribute for each ideal shopping center. Figure 4.8 gives 
the probabilities associated with the null hypotheses. The 
third null hypothesis was again rejected.
Differences in image attributes were significant on 
number of stores, amount of walking between stores, extent 
of crowding, and frequency of public entertainment. The 
statistical difference on crowding was significant when 
nonwhites were excluded from analysis, but the difference
Tabic 4. IB
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was far from significant when nonwhite respondents were 
included, as indicated in Figure 4.1. Differences on the 
attribute of cleanliness were significant when nonwhites 
were included, but the difference was far from significant 
when nonwhites were excluded. Preferences on the image 
attributes of crowding and cleanliness may have been 
indicative of differences among races, because a signifi­
cant difference did not emerge on the two attributes when 
both whites and nonwhites were considered in relation to 
the first hypothesis.
Variables other than race of respondents probably 
affected the patterns of image attribute scores that were 
obtained. However, different races may have used image 
scales in different ways or they may have desired some 
different things from shopping centers. The question of 
whether or not race substantially affects what a person 
desires from a shopping center seems worthy of additional 
investigation.
Significant differences existed on some attributes 
of the ideal regional center in relation to the ideal 
community center as reported by respondents with some 
college education. The mean of scores for each image 
attribute is shown in Table 4.19 and the significance of 
differences in rank order are indicated in Figure 4.9.
Null hypothesis three was again rejected.
Table i*. 19
Ev a l u ati ons  of the Ideal Shopping Ce nte r Ac c o r d i n g  
to Re spo ndents wit h Some College Edu cat ion
Image
Mea n Score of Response 3
Attr ibu tes  
Consi dered Community Regional
Clean Look ing 1.3 1.2
Man y Stores 2 .5 1.6
Little W a l kin g  
Betw een  Stores 1.6 2 . 7
Large Variety 
of Products 1.4 1 .6
C r o w d e d 4 . 3 4 . e
Man y Services 1.7 2.0
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2 . 7 2 .1
Relaxing 1.8 1.7
Much Parking 1.5 1 . 4
Hig h Va lue s for 
M o n e y  Spent 1.6 1.5
Man y Places
to Eat 3.3 3.1
Large Varie ty 
of Store Types 1 . 8 1.7
Eaay to Park 
Illegally 5.6 5 . 3
Good Place to 
do all Sho pping l.S 1.7
Ma n y  Hours Open l . S 1.5
Short Time to 
get There 1.6 1.6
Frequent Public 
E n t e r t a i n m e n t 3,9 3.2
Ima ge
Attributes Mean Scores
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of Price Levels >.80
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to Eat >.5 0
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do all Shopping >. 30
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Figure k.9
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers According
to Respondents with Some College Education
Community Center xxx Regional Center
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College educated respondents indicated a desire for 
I c b s  walking among stores, fewer stores, and less public 
entertainment at the community center than they did at the 
regional center. Different things seemed to be desired from 
different types of shopping centers. The three attributes 
evaluated as significantly different were the same three 
obtained when respondents with no college education were 
included to test the first hypothesis.
Married respondents also seemed to want different 
things from different types of shopping centers. The 
Kruskal-Wallis test indicated three significant differences 
in image attributes across the neighborhood, community, and 
regional shopping center ideals. The direction of differ­
ences is indicated in Table 4.20 and the significance of 
differences is given in Figure 4.10.
Differences were significant on frequency of public 
entertainment, number of stores, and amount of walking 
among stores. The third null hypothesis was again rejected. 
However, the significant differences were the same three 
obtained when all respondents were considered. This finding 
casts additional doubt on the first null hypothesis. 
Respondents did seem to want different things from different 
types of shopping centers.
Frequent shoppers outside the home also reported 
a desire for some different attributes from different types 
of shopping centers. Frequent shopping was defined as
Tail* U, 20
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers 
Ac cording to Married Respondents
Mean Score of Responses
Image
Attributes
Con s i de re d Neighborhood Community Regional
Clean Looking 1.2 1.2 1 . 2
Many Stores 2 .6 2.6 1.6
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2 . 2 l.S 2.6
Large Variety 
of Products l.S l.S 1.5
Crowded S .2 4 . 6 4 . 6
Many Services 2 . 3 l.S 1.9
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2 . 3 2.2 2 . 1
Relaxing l.S 1.7 1.7
Much Parking 1.5 1.6 1. 5
High Values for 
Money Spent 1 . 7 1.8 1. 8
Many Places 
to Eat 4.2 3.5 3 . 3
Large Variety 
of Store Types 2 . 3 1. 3 1. S
Easy to Park 
Illegally 5.5 5 . 3 5.0
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.3 l.S 1.6
Many Hours Open 1.6 1.7 1.6
Short Time to 
get There 1 . 5 1.5 1 . 7
Frequent Public 
Ente rtainment 3.4 4.6 3 . 5
Image
Attributes Mean Scores




Clean Looking \ ............. Dirty Looking >. 3S
Many Stores f\* o .......... Few Stores 1.31
Little Walking X/V Much WalkingBetween Stores • ■ ........ Between Stores C .31
Large Variety
>> Small Variety
of Products .......... of Products >. 30
Crowded . . . . . lincrowded >.20
Many Services . . . . . Few Services >. 30
Wide Choice
X !
Nar r o w  Choice
of Price Levels - i .......... of Price Levels >. 9 B
Relaxing f Upsetting >.70
Much Parking ........ Little Parking > . 90
High Values for r Low Values forMoney Spent >. 30
Many Places Few Places
to Eat ' ■ / > • • • to Eat >,10
Large Variety / Small Varietyof Store Types • v  • * * * of Store Types >.0S
Easy to Park
V v
t v Har d to Park
Illegally . . • ■ Illegally >.10
Good Place to 
do all Shopping
Poor Place to 
do all Shopping >. 30
Many Hours Open .(.......... Few Hours Open >.70
Short Time to ** Long Time toge t The re .......... get There >.2 0
Frequent Public Infrequent Public
Entertainment Entertainment 1 .02
Figure H.1C
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers








shopping outside the home at least five times per month. The
direction of differences is indicated in Table 4.21 and the
significance of differences is represented in Figure 4.11.
Differences across the neighborhood, community, and regional
shopping center were significant on the attributes of
number of stores and amount of walking between stores. Null
hypothesis three was again rejected.
The satisfaction derived from a market choice can be
enhanced by picking an alterative that projects an attractive 
6
image. Since the three types of shopping centers considered 
in this study were of different types , they were expected to 
differ in some image elements projected to shoppers.
Therefore, frequent visitors to one type of shopping 
center and frequent visitors to another type of shopping 
center were expected to differ in the image elements 
attributed to an ideal shopping center. The different 
patterns of choice were expected to be related to differences 
in attributes desired from a shopping center.
Few respondents at the neighborhood and community 
shopping center were classified as frequent visitors. 
Consequently, analysis was limited to the evaluation of 
responses by infrequent visitors. Infrequent visitors were
6
Fred D. Reynolds and William D. Wells , Consumer 
Behavior (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19771) , 
pp. 239-240.
Table 4.21
Eva l u a t i o n s  of Ideal S h o p p i n g  Centers A c c ord ing  to 
Respon den ts who Shop Outside the Home 
at Least Five Times Per Month
Image
Mean Score of Responses
Attr ibu tes  
Conside red Ne ighbor hoo d Community Pe g ional
Cl ean  Lookin g 1.2 I. 3 1. 2
Many Stores 2.6 2 . S 1 . 5
Little Walking  
Between Stores 1.9 1.5 2 , 6
Large Varie ty 
of Products 1.3 1.6 I . 4
Crowded S .2 4 . 5 4 . 5
Many Services 2.1 1.9 2 . 0
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2.0 2.2 2 . D
Re laxing 1.5 1,5 1 . 8
Muc h Parking 1.6 1.6 1 . 4
High Values for 
M on ey Spent 1.9 1.6 1 . 9
Man y Places
to Eat 4.0 3.4 3 . 2
Large Variet y  
of Store Types 2.1 1. 8 1.6
Eas y to Park 
Illegally 5.0 5 . 2 4 . 5
Goo d Place to 
do all Sh op p i n g 1.4 1.4 1.6
Man y Hours Open 1.6 1.5 1 . 8
Short Time to 
get There 1.5 1 . 5 1 . 6
Frequent Public 
E n t e r t a i n m e n t 3.2 3 . e 3 . 2
Image
A tt rib ute s Mean Score






Little W a lk ing  
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Large V a r i e t y  
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C r o w d e d





Hig h Values for 
M o n e y  S pent
Many Places 
to Eat
Large V a rie ty  
of Store Types
Eas y to Park 
Illegally
Good Place to 
do all S h o p p i n g
Many Hours Open
Short Time to 
get There
Frequent Public 
E n t e r t ai nme nt
Dirty Lookin g > .50
Few Stores < .02
Much Wa l k i n g
Between Stores < .001
Small Variety 
of Products >.50
U n c r o w d e d  >.10
Few Services >.70
N a r r o w  Choice
o f  Price Levels >.9 8
Upse tting > . 5 0
Little Parking >.9 0
L ow  Values for
M o n e y  Spent >.S0
Few Places
to Eat >. 2 0
Small Variet y
of Store Types >.50
H a r d  to Park
Il legally >.30
Poo r Place to
do all S hop p i n g  >.05
Few Hours Open >. 1 0
Long Time to
get There >.30
Infre que nt Publ ic 
E n t e r t a i n m e n t  >.20
Figure u.ll
E v a l u at ion s of Ideal Sho p p i n g  Centers Ac c o r d i n g  to 
Re spo nde nts  w h o  Shop Outside the Home 








defined as persons who were repeat customers of the shopping 
center where they were surveyed and who went to the shopping 
center less than four times in an average month. Respondents 
classified as infrequent visitors were numerous enough to 
consider differences in image attributes between the ideal 
regional shopping center and the ideal community shopping 
center.
Significant differences existed on two image 
attributes of the ideal regional shopping center in relation 
to the ideal community shopping center. The mean score of 
evaluations on each image attribute is presented in Table 
4.22. The significance of difference in the rank order of 
evaluations on each attribute is indicated in Figure 4.12. 
Infrequent visitors desired significantly more stores and 
more public entertainment for the regional shopping center 
than for the community shopping center. The third null 
hypothesis was again rejected.
Summary
This chapter provided insight into three major 
areas: (1) selected characteristics of survey respondents;
(2) the relationship between selected personal character­
istics of respondents and image attributes of an ideal 
shopping center; and (3) the statistical significance of 
differences in evaluations of different ideal shopping 
centers.
Table u.2 2
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers According to
Infrequent Visitors to Survey Centers
Mean Score of Responses
Image ______________________________
Attributes
Considered Comm uni ty Regional
Clean Looking 1. 4 1. 3
Many Stores 2 . 3 1.6
Little Walking 
Between Stores 2.0 2 . 4
Large Variety 
of Products 1.4 1.5
Crowded 4.6 4 . 4
Many Services 2 .5 2 .2
Wide Choice of 
Price Levels 2 . 3 2 . 4
Relaxing 1.9 1.6
Much Parking 1.6 1. 5
High Values for 
Money Spent 1.9 1.9
Many Places 
to Eat 3 . 2 3 . 1
Large Variety 
of Store Types 2.0 1.6
Easy to Park 
Illegally S . 3 4. 8
Good Place to 
do all Shopping 1.7 1.6
Many Hours Open 1.8 1.6
Short Time to 
get There 1. 8 1. 8
Frequent Public 
Entertainment 4.3 3 . 3
Image
Attributes Mean Scores
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of Store Types >.20
Hard to Park
Illegally > . 30
Poor Place to
do all Sho pping > .30
Few Hours Open >.2 0
Long Time to
get There > . 95
Infrequent Public 
Entertainment <.02
Fig ure **. 12
Evaluations of Ideal Shopping Centers According to
Infrequent Visitors to Survey Centers
Community Center xxx Regional Center
1 5 9
The composite sample appeared to be substantially 
more affluent than the general population of Houston. None­
theless , some important differences appeared evident among 
the subsamples obtained at the neighborhood, community, and 
regional shopping centers. Respondents at the neighborhood 
center tended to be older, less educated, and concentrated 
in the $10,000 - $20,000 income range. Respondents at the 
regional center included a higher percentage of males, a 
lower percentage of families with children under 21 years 
of age, and a lower percentage of persons who shopped more 
than two times per week. The systematic sample was 
considered adequate for hypothesis testing, but not for 
description of the patronage population of each shopping 
center.
Differences among customer groups and across ideal 
images were sufficient to reject the three null hypotheses 
stated in Chapter 1. The ideal image attributes on which 
significant difference appeared are indicated in Table 
4.2 3. There was statistical support for two contentions:
1) people of different types desired some different character­
istics in the same type of shopping center, and 2) people of 
the same type desired some different characteristics in 
different types of shopping centers.
Table >»,2 3
Significant Differences Obtained on Selected Image
Attributes in Relation to Hypotheses Tested
Significant Differences 
Obtained on Null 
Hypotheses Tested
1H, ; u  *• * »r 3Kr
Clean Looking - Dirty Looking
Many  Stores - Few Stores
Little Walking Much Walking 
Between Stores - Between Stores
Large Variety - Small Variety 
of Products of Products
Crowded - L'ncrowded
Many Services - Few Services
Wide Choice of Narrow Choice of 
Price Levels - Price Levels
Relaxing - Upsetting
Much Parking - Little Parking
High Values for Low Values for 
Money Spent - Money Spent
Many Places Few Places
to Eat - to Eat
Large Variety Small Variety 
of Store Types - of Store Types
Easy to Park Hard to Park 
Illegally - Illegally
Sood Place to Poor Place to
do all Shopping - do all Shopping
Many Hours Open - Few Hours Open
Short Time to Long Time to 
get There - get There









Summary, Marketing Implications, and 
Recommendations for Research
The basis for this study was the premise that 
consumer preferences should be considered in the process of 
setting marketing policies for a shopping center. The 
objective of this study was to determine whether or not 
consumer preferences differed among consumer types or in 
relation to different typeB of shopping center. The first 
section of this chapter deals with the research design and 
findings of the study. The second section focuses on the 
implications of statistical findings. The third section 
provides several recommendations for additional research.
A fundamental assumption of the study was that continued 
survival of any type of business depends on its filling a 
market niche.
Summary of the Study
The general purpose of this study was to investigate 
the concept of shopping center image. More specifically, 
the goals were to determine 1) the relationships between 
selected characteristics of shoppers and image elements 
desired of shopping centers of the neighborhood, community 
and regional types, and 2) the relationships between
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selected characteristics of shoppers and characteristics 
desired of a regional shopping center. A basic exploratory 
aspect of this study waB the use of seventeen semantic 
differential scales to measure selected characteristics of 
ideal shopping centers. The comparison of ideal image 
attributes of shopping centers, not examined in previously 
published studies, added to the exploratory nature of this 
research.
The survey questionnaire was based on results of a 
review of image scales in the literature, preliminary 
pretests, and a pilot test at one shopping center. The 
interviewing process was designed to identify evaluative 
attitudes about an ideal shopping center and to gather 
personal data about repeat shoppers. A systematic sample 
of 221 shoppers was obtained. Face-to-face interviews 
were conducted at three shopping centers in Houston, Texas.
The Kruskal-Wallis test was used for univariate 
analysis of variance. Multivariate analysis was not under­
taken , because the importance of image characteristics may 
have been very unequal and subject to seasonal fluctuation. 
Parametric statistical tests were not used, because the 
image evaluations were ordinal in nature and abnormal in the 
distribution of responses. Differences were considered 
statistically significant if they were at or beyond the 
.05 level.
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Three null hypotheses were tested. Each involved 
ideal shopping center evaluations made by customers of 
actual shopping centers.
The first null hypothesis focused on differences in 
image among types of ideal shopping centers. Consideration 
was limited to planned shopping centers of the neighborhood, 
community, and regional types.
1H0 : No significant difference exists between
the image elements preferred by customers 
of any types of shopping center and the 
image elements preferred by customers of 
any other type of shopping center.
Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test showed signifi­
cant differences among the image attributes desired by 
respondents at the three shopping centers considered. 
Differences on cleanliness, number of stores, amount of 
walking between stores » and frequency of public entertain­
ment were significant. Significant differences were found 
on four of the seventeen image variables; therefore, the 
null hypothesis of no difference was rejected.
While there were significant differences in image 
attributes among the three ideal shopping centers, the 
differences were not necessarily greatest between the 
regional center and the neighborhood center. In other 
words, customers' desires concerning the community shopping 
center did not always fall between the desires concerning
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the regional and neighborhood shopping centers. However, 
the relative importance of different attributes and the 
range of acceptability on each attribute were unknown.
The second null hypothesis focused on the relation­
ships between types of shoppers and selected characteristics 
of one type of ideal shopping center. Consideration was 
limited to the five respondent characteristics of age, 
education, income, frequency of shopping outside the home, 
and frequency of visit to the regional shopping center 
where interviewed.
2Hq : No significant difference exists between
the image elements preferred by some type 
of customers of any regional shopping 
center and the image elements preferred 
by some other type of customers of the 
regional shopping center.
Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test showed signifi­
cant differences among image attributes desired by types of 
respondents that evaluated the ideal regional center. The 
significant differences are indicated in Table 5.1 The 
second null hypothesis was rejected.
Age groups differed significantly on how many hours 
a regional center should be open. The 25 to 35 age group 
seemed to favor more hours than did younger or older persons. 
However, younger shoppers may have been more critical of the 
hours of shopping centers, desirous of more hours , or more
Table 5.1
Significant Differences Obtained on Selected
Image Attributes Considered in Relation
to the Second Null Hypothesis
Respondent Characteristics Considered
Image
Attributes Age E d u c a ­ In- Frequency Frequency























Easy to Park 
Illegally
Good Place to 
do all Shopping
Man y Hours Open x





inclined than older shoppers to take an extreme stand on such 
issues. The actual reason for the difference was unknown.
Extent of formal education also seemed to be related 
to what customers desired of the regional shopping center. 
College educated respondents were less inclined towards 
crowding, illegal parking, and low value for the money spent. 
Respondents with no college education tended to give less 
socially acceptable ratings on the same three evaluation 
scales. The evaluations of ideal image attributes may have 
been significantly different between the two groups because 
of differences relating to either desires concerning image 
elements of the regional shopping center or desires for 
social acceptability of responses provided.
There was a significant difference between income 
groups in the evaluations expressed on two image attributes. 
Higher income respondents desired significantly more walking 
between stores and more extreme cleanliness at the regional 
shopping center than did lower income respondents. The 
lower income group was defined as persons at least 18 years 
of age that reported a family income of $5,000 to $15,000. 
Additional differences may have been concealed by the use 
of only two very broad income categories.
Frequent and infrequent shoppers differed in their 
perception of the ideal regional center. There was a 
significant difference between the two groups on the 
characteristic of how long the ideal regional center should
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be open. Some respondents in both groups favored few 
rather than many hours. Differentiation on the base of 
frequency of shopping did not distinguish between the 
direction and extent of evaluations from the neutral point. 
Therefore, shopping frequency was considered a poor base for 
distinguishing between groups on the benefits desired.
Frequent visitors to the actual regional center 
favored more services and more choice of price levels than 
did the infrequent visitors. The distribution of scores 
suggested that a greater proportion of infrequent visitors 
than frequent shoppers may have been oriented towards 
simplicity or away from complexity in the shopping process. 
This contention was supported by the fact that mean scores 
of image attributes for infrequent visitors are more in the 
direction of little walking between stores, fewer services, 
less choice of price levels, and less frequent public 
entertainment than are mean scores of the image attributes 
for frequent visitors to the regional center.
The third null hypothesis dealt with evaluations of 
different ideal shopping centers when respondents were 
matched by personal characteristics. Six categories of 
respondents were used in the evaluation of related samples 
across ideal shopping center images: females, whites , college 
educated, married, frequent shoppers outside the home, and 
infrequent visitors to the shopping center where interviewed. 
Table 5.2 indicates the significant differences on image
Table 5.2
Significant Differences Obtained on Selected Iir.age
Attributes Considered in Relation to the
Third Null Hypothesis
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C lea n Looking X
Many Stores X X X  X
Little Wa l k i n g
B e tw een  Stores X X X  X
Large Variet y  
of Products
C r ow ded  X X
Many Services




High Values for 
Mo n e y  Spent
Many Places 
to Eat
Large V a r i e t y  
of Store Types
Easy to Park 
Illegally
Good Place to 
do all S hopping
Man y Hours Open
Short Time to 
get There
Frequent Public
En t e r t ain men t X X X X
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attributes in relation to the third null hypothesis.
3HQ : No significant difference exists between
the image elements preferred by any type 
of customers of a shopping center and the 
image elements preferred by the same type 
of customers from any other shopping center.
Females viewed the ideal neighborhood shopping 
center as significantly less crowded and cleaner than the 
community or regional ideal. The regional center ideal was 
evaluated as having significantly more stores, more walking 
among stores, and more frequent public entertainment. These 
findings provided support for the contention that large 
shopping centers are used for the purpose of social inter­
action, not just shopping.
White respondents evaluated the ideal regional 
shopping center as having significantly more stores, more 
walking between stores, and more frequent public entertain­
ment. The ideal neighborhood shopping center was evaluated 
as significantly less crowded. Again, these findings are 
compatible with the idea that large shopping centers serve 
as social centers.
Respondents with some college education evaluated 
the ideal regional shopping center as having significantly 
more public entertainment, more stores, and more walking 
among stores than did the ideal community shopping center.
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Significant differences were found on the same three 
image attributes when married persons evaluated the three 
types of ideal shopping centers. This finding cast 
additional doubt on both the first and third null 
hypotheses. Respondents did report desires for different 
image elements from different types of shopping centers.
Two significant differences emerged when evaluations 
of frequent shoppers were compared across the three types 
of ideal shopping center. Frequent shopping was defined 
as shopping outside the home at least five times per month. 
The ideal regional center was associated more strongly with 
many stores and less strongly with little walking between 
stores. Both significant differences were obtained when the 
general subsamples of the three shopping centers were 
compared and also when analysis was limited to respondents 
classified as females, whites, college educated, and married.
Infrequent visitors preferred more stores and more 
frequent public entertainment for the regional shopping 
center than for the community shopping center. Infrequent 
visitors were defined as repeat customers of the shopping 
center where surveyed and who went to it less than four times 
in a typical month. The third null hypothesis was again 
rejected.
When just infrequent visitors to the community and 
regional center were considered, a significant image 
difference appeared on two ideal image attributes. The
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ideal regional shopping center was viewed as having more 
stores and more frequent public entertainment.
General Conclusions
Previous studies have shown that perceived image 
characteristics of shopping location are related to choice 
of shopping location and to purchase behavior. Marketers 
of shopping centers should consider what iB desired from 
shopping centers by actual and potential customers. Other­
wise, the reasons why customers are predisposed towards 
particular market alternatives may go undetected. Manage­
ment of shopping centers should know the evaluative 
attitudes of target market segments towards image elements 
as well as the evaluations of the shopping center made by 
each target market segment in the image elements.
Past research has shown that there are approximately 
a dozen dimensions that comprise nearly the total image of 
even a complex concept such as a shopping center. Although 
there are believed to be only a few major components to any 
image, Chapter 2 identified more than 160 evaluative phrases 
that may be used to represent one or more dimensions of the 
image of a shopping center. Major components of an image 
can be represented by many different phrases.
The evaluation scales that reflect each image 
dimension should be studied to determine which ones 
discriminate among different concepts. Customers generalize
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many image evaluations across related concepts, but they also 
discriminate among concepts on many image evaluations.
Twelve of the seventeen evaluation scales included in this 
study did not distinguish among different types of ideal 
shopping centers; however, the weakness in discriminating 
power may have been due simply to the fact that ideal types 
of shopping centers were considered rather than actual 
shopping centers. From a marketing management standpoint, 
it seemed important to identify the phrases that reflected 
differences among the benefits that customers desired from 
different types of shopping centers.
Several customer groups differed significantly on 
some ideal image attributes of the same type of shopping 
center. For example, image attributes desired of the 
regional shopping center differed across customers 
classified by age, education, frequency of shopping, and 
frequency of visit to the regional center. These findings 
suggested the possibility of appealing to market segments 
on the basis of benefits desired from a shopping center; 
however, actual and ideal image attribute scores should be 
compared by management in an effort to distinguish between 
differences in response tendencies and differences in 
pre ferences.
Implications of the Findings
Marketing strategists have devised various ways to
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segment a market. However, no method of segmenting a 
market has been found completely satisfactory for all firms. 
Market segmentation on the basis of benefits sought from 
shopping areas seemed to be a method worth exploring by 
managers of shopping centers. Significant differences in 
image evaluations among customer groups and among competing 
organizations may be useful to management in establishing 
priorities for action. However, management should deter­
mine whether or not the differences are desired by target 
market segments and whether or not the differences are 
advantageous to the shopping center.
This study indicated that shoppers seemed to prefer 
different conditions at different types of shopping centers. 
For example, the ideal regional shopping center seemed to 
be viewed as both a social center and a shopping center.
In contrast, the ideal neighborhood shopping center was 
typically viewed as a shopping center, not a social center. 
Thus, a large shopping center may be desired by some 
customers and by other customers for some purposes, but not 
by all customers for all purposes. As indicated in Chapter 
2, some shoppers may gravitate to a more distant shopping 
center, even though it is similar in size to a closer one.
Management should identify the image preferences of 
actual and potential customers before deciding on a 
strategy of market segmentation, product differentiation, 
or market aggregation. Respondents used in this study
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seemed to differ in their desire for entertainment at the 
regional shopping center. Individuals who were frequent 
visitors to the regional shopping center desired different 
things from it than did infrequent visitors. Research into 
the fluctuations and differences in patronage frequency may 
be of considerable importance to improved profitability of 
shopping centers.
Comparison of the ideal image of a shopping center 
with the actual image of a shopping center can be used to 
identify areas of strength and weakness in marketing 
strategy. In this study, however, the evaluations of what 
constitutes an ideal shopping center seemed to differ among 
types of persons. The app .’opriatenesa of using one ideal 
rating for image comparisons over time seemed doubtful if 
strategy changes bring about a change in patronage patterns.
Characteristics of a shopping center not evaluated 
as desirable by all target groups should be evaluated by 
management for possible avoidance, change, or deemphasis.
It may be possible for management to take actions that are 
not mutually exclusive, which will satisfy the desires of 
several market targets simultaneously. For example, actions 
may be taken to encourage different types of patrons of a 
regional center to shop there more often. Such shopping 
centers have ample space to provide activities such as 
seasonal displays and demonstrations to make shopping more 
interesting, varied, and fun for people that desire
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entertainment. For the people who dislike shopping, and do 
not desire entertainment, it may be possible to speed up 
and simplify the transaction process. Store personnel could 
be trained to be more sensitive to the different views of 
customers toward shopping. The management of a shopping 
center should develop image policies based upon a knowledge 
of the compatible and incompatible differences in what 
people want from a shopping center.
As indicated in Chapter 1, a deliberate image 
building effort should be developed within the framework 
of a total marketing program rather than alone. Past 
research has shown that image related messages can come 
from many sources and that the messages may be contra­
dictory in either the meaning intended or the meaning 
conveyed. Image segmentation may be a useful aid to 
management for identifying competitive advantages and 
disadvantages of an existing shopping center or a market 
niche for a new shopping center. However, management must 
decide on the allocation and use of scarce resources for 
image alignment and the benefits that can be expected from 
changes in image strategy.
Suggestions for Additional Research
This study has dealt with only a few variables con­
cerning shopping center imagery. One of the major issues 
outside the scope of this study is the affect that image
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differences have on market behavior. This broad issue 
involves several questions concerning customer behavior, 
marketing strategy, social responsibility, and research 
methodology.
Basic to all research mentioned so far is the issue 
of whether or not alignment of the actual and ideal image 
of a shopping center relates to shopper preference and 
purchase behavior. Is there a cause-effect relationship 
between shopping center image and patronage behavior? If 
so, then what is the direction and strength of causation? 
More research is needed to determine whether or not changes 
in the images of a shopping center precede and/or follow 
changes in the desires of potential customers toward the 
shopping center.
Research should be undertaken to determine the 
relationship between actual and ideal images of a shopping 
center and patronage loyalty. Is a positive image conducive 
to frequent or loyal patronage? Is a negative image related 
to order size or satisfaction with products? As indicated 
in Chapter 1, the issues of consumer preferences and 
customer loyalty are of concern to marketing managers, 
behavioral scientists, and government regulators.
Shoppers may cluster together on their image 
evaluations, but for different reasons. Is the actual image 
of a shopping center determined by the image of the store 
patronized most frequently, or of the largest store, or of
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the store most liked? Is the purpose of visit related to 
image evaluations? Are some types of shoppers oriented 
towards economy, diversity of choice, or entertainment to 
a greater extent than are other types of shoppers? If 
image clusters are found among shoppers, then analysis may 
reveal some characteristic in common that marketers of 
shopping centers can use to strengthen their position in a 
market niche. A special event may not affect the rate of 
sales of convenience and shopping goods to the same extent. 
Does the purpose of a customer’s visit to a shopping center 
relate to the image evaluations of the shopping center? If 
a customer visits a shopping center for social or entertain­
ment purposes, then is the rate of consumption of conven­
ience goods abnormally high? The rate of sales increase 
generated by a special event may be related to the type of 
center at which it is held, each shopper’s major purpose of 
visit, the types of shoppers involved, the type of special 
event, or some combination of variables.
Some distinctions between particular types of 
9hoppers may be related mere to some evaluations of shopping 
centers than to others. Do types of shoppers differ in the 
relative importance assigned to various image elements, in 
the consistency of importance assigned to image elements, 
or in the range of acceptability on different image 
elements? If differences do exist between types of shoppers 
as to image evaluations and attribute weights, then to what
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extent and on what image attributes do shoppers differ?
Identification could be made of any image 
attributes and weights that distinguish among different 
types of shoppers, different shopping purposes, different 
shopping centers of the same type, and different types of 
shopping centers. Such data could be provided by additional 
studies in different parts of the country, at different 
type shopping centers, during different time periods, 
involving different type customers, who were shopping for 
different reasons.
The actual and ideal images of a shopping center 
may be closely related to the images of particular stores.
Is the image of a shopping center in conflict with that of 
the main store in the center? Do customers' image evalua­
tions of shopping centers transcend their evaluations made 
of particular stores? Image attributes should be identi­
fied that reflect image differences among competing 
shopping centers and image incompatability among cooperating 
stores within a single shopping center.
An awareness of discriminating image attributes 
and the image preferences of potential customers can 
provide shopping center management with valuable information 
that can be used to make strategic decisions. However, 
management of a shopping center should consider the costs 
and benefits associated with adoption of alternative 
marketing strategies. What is the projected net change in
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costs and benefits derived from different market segments 
that would result from various image adjustments? The 
present value of payoffs could be calculated according to 
the Bayesean probability of alternative reactions derived 
from analysis of images and desires held by market segments.
Sales of stores within a shopping center may be 
increased by increasing the frequency of visit of 
customers, attracting more customers to the shopping center, 
or raising the average order size. Should management of a 
shopping center design its marketing strategy to sustain 
existing sales or expand them for participating retailers?
Is it better to seek more sales or larger sales? Should 
efforts focus on increasing sales to frequent rather than 
infrequent customers? Should the marketing strategy appeal 
to all market segments? Management of a shopping center 
may face several alternatives that might help increase 
sales of participating retailers.
Managers of a shopping center and managers of 
participating stores may not be in agreement as to what 
actual and ideal images of the shopping center are held 
by various types of customers. As indicated in Chapter 2, 
even employees in daily contact with customers may misjudge 
customer attitudes of the store. Do employees or managers 
correctly envision customers' images of the shopping 
center? If not, then is there a relationship between the 
type of personal characteristics of managers and employees
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and the type of incorrect evaluations they make of images 
held by customers?
If the affinities among stores are reduced, is the 
patronage of some types of stores affected before other 
stores are affected? Can management of a shopping center 
use the trend in sales of some participating retailers to 
forewarn participating merchants of impending image 
problems or to forecast the relation between the price and 
demand for leases?
The representatives of shopping centers could use 
research on some image attributes to develop a constructive 
response to social criticisms of shopping centers. Do the 
actual images of shopping centers, downtown shopping areas, 
and string street clusters of stores differ on image 
evaluations concerning conservation of resources, pollution 
of the environment, service to customers, and maintenance 
of store identities? Studies of actual and ideal images 
may be used to identify strengths and weaknesses in various 
elements of the total image of a shopping area.
Information on the actual images held of shopping 
areas, shopping centers, and urban renewal projects could 
be used by decision makers as an aid in the purposeful 
establishment of coordinated marketing programs. As 
indicated in Chapter 1, many independently owned and 
operated retail establishments have experienced sales 
declines because of their failure to cope with changes in
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the preferences or location of shoppers. Perhaps some of 
the problems could be reduced or solved by coordinated 
marketing activities aimed at distinguishing unplanned 
shopping areas from planned shopping centers.
This study and studies before it suggested that 
shoppers are more than just seekers of economy and con­
venience. Shoppers have multiple desires and preferences 
which may be related to personal characteristics and buying 
situations. Additional research is needed to identify the 
differences and interrelationships among types of shoppers, 





GOOD MORNING (AFTERNOON OP EVENING)
We are conducting a survey of shoppers end would like your help,
1. Have you bought something at this shopping center on at least 3 visits?
(no)  ? (thank person, end interview) (keep a count cf *1 no answers -
(yes) use space below)
2. Axe you familiar with any other shopping centers’
(no)    — > (thank person, end interview) (keep a count of *? no answers -
..(yes) use apace below)f'"
We would like to know how you describe an ideal or perfect shopping center. 
Please try to make a picture in your mind of what you would sav is an ideal 
shopping center.
(pause a moment)
.an you picture it?
(no) ------ > Try to think of a real shopping center first and then
what should be changed to make it perfect for you,
pause)
Now, can you picture your ideal?
(no) -------* (thank person, end interview) (keep a count
(yea) of #3 no answers - use space
, below)
(Remove this sheet)
..(Hand clip board to respondent)
*. '
Please rate what you see in an ideal shopping center of between ___ and   stores,
(point to example) <u-
For example, if you feel that your ideal is quite closely related to one end 
of the scale, but not extremely, then you shouTkJ- pTTce an " x" like this: 
(show person choice, like below)
(sharp: ___ : X :___:__:_____ : X :___ : ___:dull)
If a scale does not seem to measure some characteristic of your ideal, then 
mark the "no opinion" category like this: (show person choice, like below)
(high: : low)
Probably no real center is perfect, but think what a perfect one would be like. 
Then, mark a apace on each line which best describes the ideal of between 
_ and ___ stores. If you have any questions I will try to answer them.
(When person is finished)
1. (Cheek quickly for omitted S multiple answers to each question)
2. (Thank person, end interview)
3. Mark on bottom of second page -
(sex - M or F)
(race - W * white, 3 = black, 0 t other)
(which center - N , C, or R )
(time o f  day)
(day of week)
(interviewer initial)
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E X A M P L E : 
E X A M P L E :
sharp : : ;
high: : :
clean looking :
many s t o r e s :
little walki n g needed 
between stores:
large variety
of p r o d u c t s :
c r o w d e d :
many services :_
wide choice of 
price l e v e l s :
r e l a x i n g :
much parking:
high values for 
money spent
many places to eat:_
un co n trolled 
t e m p e r a t u r e :
wide variety 
of store types:
good place to do 
all shopping:
man y hours open:_
short time to get there:
frequent public 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t :















low values for 
 :money spent




 :of store types
 :hard to park illegally
poor place to do 
:all shopping
 :few hours open
:long time to get there
infrequent public 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t
for people in a hurry: :for people not in a hurry
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The following questions are used only to determine the type 
of person that shops at different centers in town. Please 
mark one answer to each question or write the answer on the 
line provided. Do not mark your name or address.
What is your marital status?
Cl) separated or divorced ____ (3) married ___
(2) widow(er) ___ (4) single ___
How many years of school have you completed? (Indicate
only highest level completed.)
(1) some grade school ___  (4) high school
(2) grade school graduate____________
graduate ___ C5) some college ___
(3) some high school   (6) college graduate ____
3. What is the age of the youngest child in your family?
4. What is your age group?
(1) under 18 years   (4) 35 to 50 years ____
(2) 18 to 25 years ___ (5) 50 to 65 years
(3) 25 to 35 years ______  (6) 6 5 years and over ___
5. In which range does your income fall? (If married, than 
combine the income of husband and wife.)
(1) under $5,000 (4) $10,000 to $14,999
(2) $5 ,000 to $7 ,999 (5) $15 ,000 to $19 ,999 ___
(3) $8,000 to $9,999 ______  (6) $20,000 and over ___
6. About how many times a month do you go out shopping? ____





GOOD MORNING (AFTERNOON OR EVENING)
1. We are c o n d u c t i n g  a st u dy  for school about s ho pping 
centers and w o u l d  like to k n o w  if you:
Have bo u gh t  s om e t h i n g  at this sh o pp i ng  ce n te r  nore than 
twice before?
(no) ------ > (thank person, end interview)
(mark *) 1 'no" answers in space below)
(yes )
2. We have a list of some features of shopping centers and 
w o u l d  like you  to indicate which you would like in a 
perfect or ideal s h op p in g  center. Would you give us 
about 1 1/2 minut e s of y o u r  time to help improve 
shopping?
(no) —  >  (mark #2 no" answers in space below)
(yes)  v (Read) [This is a n o n pr o fi t  student project
_______ and you  n eed not give any name or
^— .----- - ---  * address]
(Remove this sheet)
(Hand clip b o a r d  to respondent)
(Point to example)
3. We have a scale like a thermometer. So, if you feel 
that y o u r  ideal is quite close to one end  of the scale , 
but not e x tr e m e l y ,  then you sTiould place an ”x" like 
this or t h i s :
(Point to heading, mar k  example)
s h a r p : ____ : x :____:____:_____: x : :  :dull
If you feel n e i t h e r  one way or the other, then mark in 
the middle. (mark example)
k. If a scale does not mean  a n yt h in g  to you, like this one 
might be t e m p er a tu r e,  price, or qu a li t y,  then mark the 
"no opinion" category. (mark sec o nd  example)
h i g h : ____:____:____:____ :____ :____: : x : low
Pr ob a bl y  no real cen t er  is pe r fe c t ,  but think w h a t  an ideal 
one of about this size w o u l d  be like. If y ou  have any 
q u estions I will try to an sw e r them. (step back)
(When person turns the page)
5. On this page we w o u l d  like to kno w a few general things 
about the people who come to this s ho p pi n g center.
('When person is finished)
1. (Thank person, end interview)
2, (Mark on b o t t o m  of se co n d page)
(sex: M or F)
(race: W s wh i te ,  9 = black, 0 = other) 
(which center: N, C, or R)
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EXAMPLE 






u  at li—
—  —  — —  v
: dul J
cle an l o o k i n g :
many s t o r e s :
little walking needed 
between stores:
:di rty 1 cok ing
: few s tore s
much walking needed 
:betveen stores
large variety 
of p r o d u c t s :
c r o w d e d :
many s e r v i c e s :
wide choice of 
price levels :
relaxing: :
much p a rk i ng :___:
high values for 
money s p e n t :
s m a l 1 varie by 
 :of products
 : uncrowded
 : few services
na r ro w  choice of 
 :price levels
 : upsetting
: li 11le parking
low values for 
:money spent
many places to eat :__:___:___:___:__ :___.___ :  : few places to eat
wide variety 
of store t y p e s :
small variety 
 :of store types
easy to park illegally:__:__ :___;___:___:___:___ :  :hard to park illegally
good place to do 
all shopping:
man y hours open : 
short time to get there:
poor place to do 
 :all shopping
 :few hours open
 :long time to get there
frequent public 





The following questions are used only to determine the type 
of person that shops at different centers in town. Please 
mark one answer to each question or write the answer on the 
line provided. Do not mark your name or address.
3
M-
What is your marital statUB?
Cl) separated or divorced  (3) married
(2) widow(er) ____ (4) single
How many years of school have you completed? (Indicate
only highest level completed. )
Cl) some grade school (4) high school
(2) grade school graduate
graduate (5) some college
(3) some high school ___ (6) college graduate
What is the age of the youngest child in your family?
What is your age group?
Cl) under 18 years C 4 ) 35 to 50 years ___
(2) 18 to 2 5 years ___ (5) 50 to 6 5 years
C 3) 2 5 to 35 years C 6) 6 5 years and over
In which range does your income fall? (If married, 
then combine the income of husband and wife.)
Cl) under $5,000   (4) $10,000 to $14,999
C 2) $5 ,000 to $7 ,999 (5 ) $15 ,000 to $19,999
(3) $0,000 to $9,999   (6) $20,000 and over
About how many times a month do you go out shopping?




DESCRIPTION OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST
191
THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE BY RANKS
The Kruskal-Wallis technique tests the null
hypothesis that two or more samples come from the same 
population or from identical populations with respect to 
averages. The test assumes that the variable under study 
has a continuous distribution and that at least ordinal 
measurement of that variable has been obtained.
all of the scores from the samples need to be ranked in a 
single series for each scale used. The smallest score is 
replaced by rank 1, the next to smallest by rank 2, and so 
on.
found. The Kruskal-Wallis test determines whether the sums 
are so different that the samples are not likely to have 
come from the same population.
If the samples actually are from the same population
or from identical populations, then H (the statistic used in 
the Kruskal-Wallis test) is distributed as chi square, 
provided that the sizes of the various samples are not too 
small. That is,
In the computation of the Kruskal-Wallis test
Then, the sum of the ranks for each sample is
3CN + 1)
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where K = number of samples
n = number of cases in j**1 sample
N 1 £  n-, the number of cases in all samples combined
R - sum of ranks in sample (column)
directs one to sum over the k samples (columns)
j  ‘ I
is distributed apprc'Ximately as chi square with degrees of 
freedom equal to k - 1, for sample sizes sufficiently large.
When there are more than 5 cases in the various 
groups, the probability associated with the occurrence 
under Ho of values as large as an observed H may be 
determined by reference to the value of chi square given 
for the previously set level of significance and for the 
degrees of freedom involved. If the value of H is equal to 
or larger than the chi square value, then Hq may be rejected 
at that level of significance.
When ties occur between two or more scores , each 
score is given the mean of the ranks for which it is tied.
To correct for the effect of ties, H is computed and then 
divided by
1 *  T1 N*" - N
where t = t - t (when t is the number of tied observations 
in a tied group of scores)
N = number of observations in all k samples together, 
that is, N =£
T directs one to sum over all groups of ties.
193
Thus, a general expression for H corrected for ties is
95 per cent. The chi square test, extension of the median 
test, and the Kruskal-Wallis test may be applied to ordinal 
data. However, the Kruskal-Wallis test will be found to be 
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